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ABSTRACT 
The Effect of (Counter-)ions on the Electronic and Crystalline Structure of  
Doped Polymeric Semiconductors 
by 
Elayne Morgan Thomas 
 
Polymeric semiconductors show potential as materials for electronic applications 
unrealizable by inorganic semiconductors, such as wearable and biocompatible devices. An 
important process to increase the electrical conductivity in polymers is through doping, where 
small molecules infiltrate the material to oxidize or reduce the polymeric backbone. Once the 
reaction takes place, the dopant molecule becomes ionized. A central concept that is not 
understood in polymeric semiconductors today is how these counter-ions and electrons (or 
holes) interact when in close proximity to one another, and how those interactions affect their 
respective conduction mechanisms. Additionally, the semi-crystalline nature of most 
semiconducting polymers complicates the relationship between morphology and electronic 
conduction. 
We aim to develop a better understanding of ionic effects on the electronic and 
morphological properties of semiconducting polymers using a combination of spectroscopic 
measurements, X-ray scattering, and electrical characterization. From this work, we find that 
the presence of dopant counter-ions manifest throughout a multitude of length scales that 
partially govern the electronic behavior at the device scale. This work indicates that significant 
differences exist between a doped polymer and its insulating state, signifying the importance 
of integrating doping-induced disorder into transport models for organic semiconductors. 
  x 
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Chapter 1 
 
1.  Introduction 
The mobile phone, arguably one of the powerful inventions in modern history, utilizes all 
facets of materials science and engineering. Metals, like aluminum alloys, create the phone 
housing lightweight but durable for prolonged use. Dielectric ceramics provide the inductors, 
antennas, and radiofrequency components for device connectivity to wireless networks and 
cell towers. Traditionally, elastic polymers like rubbers are used to protect the device from 
scratches and cracks. However, recent advances in display technologies have created a new 
haven for organic materials in electronics: the screen. Organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) 
have enabled features previously unimaginable with other displays, evidenced by the first 
foldable smart phone produced by Samsung in February of 2019.1 This sub-class of materials 
is known as organic semiconductors. 
Since organic semiconductors often rely on vacuum techniques for deposition, 
alternative materials are desired that exhibit similar properties but are easily processed. 
Polymeric semiconductors can be synthetically tailored to offer solution processability in a 
variety of solvents, which opens the door to scalable and low-cost deposition techniques like 
ink-jet printing and blade coating.2 Additionally, carbon-based semiconductors are inherently 
more biocompatible than inorganic semiconductors, which motivates research efforts 
focusing on their use in wearable and implantable bioelectronics and sensors.3,4 Polymeric 
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semiconductors yield promise not as an alternative to crystalline silicon, but as an active 
material in applications previously unrealizable with inorganic semiconductors. 
 Organic semiconductors can also conduct ions and electrons simultaneously. Ion-
conducting polymers been widely studied within the battery community for all-polymer 
charge storage devices.5 However, as explained within the following sections, the presence of 
counter-ions is necessary for polymers to stably conduct electricity and maintain charge 
neutrality within the material. Mixed transport is therefore essential to create a stable 
conducting polymer. A fundamental concept that is not understood in polymeric 
semiconductors today is how these counter-ions and electrons (or holes) interact when in 
close proximity to one another, and how those interactions affect their respective conduction 
mechanisms. 
 The studies detailed within this Dissertation aim to develop a better understanding of 
ionic effects on the electronic and morphological properties of semiconducting polymers. The 
remainder of Chapter 1 gives an overview on the fundamentals of polymeric semiconductors 
and the current understanding of ion and electronic transport. Chapter 2 details a study on 
how changing the side chain chemistry of a polymeric semiconductor influences the 
mechanism of charge transfer. Chapter 3 focuses on work to understand how the crystalline 
structure of polymeric semiconductors evolves as a function of the concentration of carriers 
(and ions) in the material. The fourth Chapter details thermopower measurements in a 
transistor architecture used to study the evolution of the electronic structure as more ions are 
introduced into crystalline and amorphous regions of a film. Chapter 5 reports the study of 
how ion diffusivity can influence the degree of localization between the ion and hole at the 
molecular scale through a counter-ion exchange process. In Chapter 6, I describe some of the 
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experiments that did not work throughout my graduate career and share some guidelines that 
I learned along the way to make the projects in previous Chapters successful. This Dissertation 
ends with a short conclusions chapter describing the future directions I foresee in the field and 
in my experimental work. 
1.1 The fundamental principles of semiconducting polymers 
The ability for a polymer to conduct charge arises from its molecular structure. 
Semiconducting polymers possess backbones with sp2–hybridized carbon atoms (or other sp2–
hybridized atoms with a lone pair). The unhybridized p orbital forms a π–bond with one 
neighboring carbon atom, which results in alternating double and single bonds along the 
polymeric backbone. Polymers with this backbone structure are characterized as conjugated 
polymers.  
Polyacetylene is the simplest conjugated polymer (Figure 1.1a). Although not studied 
widely today, polyacetylene is responsible for launching the field of semiconducting polymers 
to where it is today. In the late 1970s, it was found that the electrical conductivity of 
polyacetylene could be enhanced by exposure to bromine and other oxidizing agents. Similar 
processing conditions led to electrical conductivity approaching 1000 S cm–1, seven orders of 
magnitude higher than its pristine state.6,7 Doped polyacetylene is unstable in air and insoluble 
in most solvents, which shifted the focus in the field to polymers that were more stable and 
easier to process. 
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Figure 1.1. Chemical structures of common semiconducting polymers. (a) (trans-)Polyacetylene is the simplest 
semiconducting polymer, exhibiting a conjugated backbone. (b) Polypyrrole maintains its conjugation because 
the hybridized nitrogen atom contains a lone pair that forms a π-orbital. (c) Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) is 
a commonly studied semiconducting polymer. Each monomer is functionalized with an alkyl side chain, which 
leads to increased solubility and processability with respect to polyacetylene. 
 
A conjugated polymer contains molecular orbitals (MOs) that are typically delocalized 
over several repeat units. Electrons are filled from the lowest energy orbitals to the highest 
energy orbitals, with two electrons (of opposite spin states) per orbital according to the Pauli 
exclusion principle. The orbital of the highest energy that is occupied is referred to as the 
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), while the next highest orbital in energy that is 
unfilled is referred to as the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). The energy 
difference between the HOMO and LUMO is defined as the band gap, EG. Since the band gap 
is governed by the interaction of MOs along the backbone, variations in conformation and 
synthetic architecture will modify these electronic levels. As a result, the chemical structure 
and morphology of semiconducting polymers governs their properties. 
Due to the number of possible conformations within all macromolecules, disorder is a 
common attribute of their morphology. The ratio of ordered and disordered regions within a 
polymeric film is defined as the percent crystallinity. Disorder can originate from polymer 
synthesis, such as dispersity of the number of repeat units, or from kinetically trapping chains 
in an unfavorable conformation during processing. Film treatments after casting, such as 
thermal or solvent annealing, provide mobility to the polymer chains to assemble in a more 
stable arrangement, typically increasing the crystallinity.8,9 Logic dictates that amorphous 
SS
S
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regions of the polymer have a different band gap than that of the crystalline regions due to the 
differences in π–bond overlap. Morphological changes induced by ions can also contribute to 
evolution in the electronic levels of the polymer. 
Several methods have been developed to probe the microstructure of polymeric 
semiconductors. Microscopy is the most direct route to visualize the alignment of polymeric 
films; high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) has been used to measure 
the length scale of alignment within thin films.10,11 X-ray scattering also provides 
morphological information about polymers in the film state based on contrast from dipole 
moments (soft X-rays) or electron density (hard X-rays).12 Spectroscopy is a third, but less 
direct, characterization tool for probing crystalline and amorphous domains within a film. 
Formalisms have been developed to deconvolute contributions of amorphous and aggregated 
regions to a material’s UV-visible spectrum,13,14 although it should be noted that aggregates 
can exist in both amorphous and crystalline domains of a film. 
1.2 How are charges induced in polymeric semiconductors? 
The band gap of semiconducting polymers, determined by the energetic difference between 
the HOMO and LUMO, is typically 2 – 3 eV, deeming them insulators in their pristine state. 
Electrons must be removed or added to the polymeric backbone in order to generate charge 
within the material. This can be achieved through temporary means using field-effect 
transistors or through permanent means using doping.  
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1.2.1 Field-effect transistors 
Polymeric field-effect transistors (FETs) have been an active field of research since the early 
1980s.15 Field-effect transistors have three components, as shown in Figure 1.2a: electrodes 
(the gate, source, and drain), the active semiconductor layer, and the gate dielectric. Metals or 
conducting polymers are used as the electrodes, and SiO2 is commonly employed as the gate 
dielectric. 
 
 
Figure 1.2. (a) Schematic of field effect transistor. (b) Representative output characteristics of a p-type FET 
indicating the linear and saturation regimes. (b) Representative transfer characteristics of a p-type FET. 
 
To operate a field-effect transistor, a bias is first applied between the gate electrode and 
the source or drain (defined as a gate voltage, VG). The electric field generated by the gate 
voltage builds up charge on either side of the dielectric layer. The device turns ON once 
sufficient charge has been generated to create a conducting channel between the source and 
drain. The gate voltage at which the device turns on is defined as the threshold gate voltage 
(VTh). A source/drain bias is applied (VSD) to measure the current through the semiconductor. 
Current can be monitored as a function of VG at a constant VSD, or it can be measured at a 
constant VG as a function of VSD. The former is known as the transfer characteristics, and the 
latter is known as the output characteristics of the device (Figure 1.2b and 1.2c).  
Dielectric
Gate
Semiconductor
S D
(a) (b) (c)
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The gradual channel approximation is typically applied to FETs to calculate the 
mobility of the semiconductor based on the current-voltage characteristics. The gradual 
channel approximation assumes that the electric field perpendicular to the device generated 
by the gate voltage is much greater than the field created by applying a source/drain voltage. 
This approximation is typically valid for when L > 10ddielectric .16 It is also important to note that 
these equations are built upon the fact that carrier mobility of the device, µ, is independent of 
VG. With these assumptions, the source/drain current in the transistor is quantified as 
Equation 1.1:  𝐼" = $% µ𝐶([(𝑉, − 𝑉./)𝑉1" − 23 𝑉1"3 ]              Equation 1.1 
where Ci is the capacitance per area of the dielectric, ID is the current in the channel, and µ is 
the carrier mobility of the semiconductor.17 Here, the dielectric breakdown strength of the 
gate insulator governs the maximum current (and carrier concentration, p) achievable in the 
device. Since the areal capacitance of a dielectric is defined as the product of the total charge 
(QT) multiplied by the applied voltage, charge injected in the semiconductor is calculated 
through Equation 1.2: 𝑄. = 6789  Equation 1.2 
Quantitatively determining the amount of charge in the active layer is an important advantage 
of field-effect transistors, but these values are typically limited to 1019 carriers cm–3 in the case 
of gate dielectrics operating through polarization mechanisms. 
Field-effect transistors act as a switch in integrated circuits, meaning that charge 
generated in the device is impermanent. Once the gate voltage is removed, holes (or electrons) 
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will exit the device, which switches the transistor to its OFF state. Therefore, polymers in FETs 
are only transiently conductive.  
1.2.2 Doping 
Introducing charge to a polymeric semiconductor through doping operates through a 
different mechanism than field-effect transistors. Where charge originates from an electrode 
in field-effect transistors, doped semiconductors receive charge from an extrinsic molecule 
through a chemical reaction. This mechanism is significantly different from doping of 
inorganic semiconductors, where atoms with greater or fewer valence electrons 
substitutionally replace atoms within the lattice structure.  
For most polymers, three primary doping methods are used. Charge transfer doping 
utilizes electron-deficient or electron-rich molecules to oxidize or reduce the polymeric 
backbone. The probability that charge transfer will occur is generally predicted by offset of the 
donor HOMO and acceptor LUMO. For the case of p-type doping, the LUMO level of the 
dopant should lie below the HOMO level of the polymer. Several p-type and n-type dopants 
have been developed, with common examples including 
tetrafluorotetracyanoquinodimethane (F4TCNQ), iron trichloride (FeCl3), 4-(2,3-Dihydro-
1,3-dimethyl-1H-benzimidazol-2-yl)-N,N-demthylbenzenamine (N-DMBI), and classes of 
organometallics.18 Acidic dopants also fall under this category, although the dopant acts as a 
protonation site rather than the direct charge transfer site. After charge transfer occurs, the 
(now charged) dopant acts as the counter-ion to the charge induced on the polymeric 
backbone.  
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Chemical dopants are another class of molecules who mechanism involves charge 
transfer, but simultaneously undergo a chemical change upon oxidation or reduction. These 
dopants are usually ionic salts that can readily disassociate. Common examples of these 
dopants include nitric oxide-based salts, such as NOBF4 and NOPF6. In these cases, NO+ is 
responsible for oxidizing the polymeric backbone to become NO, which evolves as a gas as 
shown in Equation 1.3: 
Polymer + NOPF6  à Polymer+ + PF6– + NO(g) Equation 1.3 
The corresponding counter-ion of the salt (BF4– or PF6–) is the final counter-ion to the charge 
induced by reduction of NO+. Other organic salts have been observed to have a similar effect, 
such as trityl tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate (TrTPFB) and tetrabutyl ammonium 
bromide (TBABr).19 For chemical dopants, it is the hope that the reacted species either remains 
in the polymer as a spectator molecule or exits the film in the gas phase.    
1.2.3 Electrochemical doping 
Electrochemical doping is the third subset of doping techniques, but this mechanism merits 
its own section due to the unique overlap of field-effect transistors and doping. In the basic 
sense, electrochemical doping occurs whenever a charge carrier is sourced from an electrode 
in contact with the polymer. This is sometimes utilized in commercial synthesis to generate 
polymers like PEDOT, polypyrrole, and polyaniline. These polymers must be paired with 
anionic moieties to maintain charge neutrality.  
Another subset of electrochemical doping that has garnered attention within 
polymeric semiconductors is the organic electrochemical transistor (OECT). OECTs have the 
same components as field-effect transistors and typically adopt similar geometries. One 
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distinguishing component is what is used as the dielectric. OECTs employ gate insulators that 
contain cations and ions that polarize as a result of an applied gate bias.20 Due to the porous 
nature of polymeric semiconductors, ions can then infiltrate the semiconducting layer rather 
than remaining at the semiconductor/dielectric interface, as shown in Figure 1.3.  
 
Figure 1.3. Schematic representations of a field-effect transistor (a) and an electrochemical transistor (b). 
Ions within the dielectric can infiltrate the active layer in an electrochemical transistor unless tethered to 
the dielectric material. This phenomenon leads to charge generated throughout the bulk of the 
semiconductor. 
 
As a result, the semiconductor can sustain charge throughout the bulk of the layer 
rather than only at the interface, which is the case for field-effect transistors. This 
phenomenon enables a larger range of achievable carrier concentration since doping is carried 
out in the bulk. An impermeable semiconductor, such as organic single crystals, used with an 
ion-containing dielectric is considered an electrical double layer (EDL) transistor, which 
operates in a way similar to field-effect transistors that polarize at the 
semiconductor/dielectric interface.21  
Another distinguishing component of OECTs compared to other doping methods is 
the ability to directly quantify the carrier concentration of the polymeric semiconductor for a 
Dielectric
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given gate bias. Carrier concentration is calculatable by integrating the gate current with time 
and normalizing through the volume of the channel through Equation 1.4: 
𝑝 = ;<= = ∫ (?@A?B)	DEFGE   Equation 1.4 
where QT is the same quantity calculable with FETs. Using this calculation provides a strong 
benefit to electrochemical doping, as other doping methods require further characterization 
to ascertain carrier concentration, such as UV-Vis, EPR, or Hall effect measurements. 
Electrochemical transistors have enormous scientific potential as a platform to study 
doped semiconductors while exerting greater control over the doping level compared to 
charge transfer and chemical doping. This geometry allows us to answer several questions that 
are somewhat difficult to answer using other doping methods. Chapters 3 and 4 utilize the 
electrochemical doping platform to address fundamental questions at the core of how doped 
semiconducting polymers operate.  
1.3 Polymeric semiconductors as mixed conductors 
As evidenced in Section 1.2, all doped semiconducting polymers require conduction of ions 
and electrons for their operation. Although mixed conductors are more strictly defined as 
materials where the conductivity of ions and electrons are comparable, most polymers exhibit 
some degree of ionic mobility. The communities that study mixed conductors have a 
responsibility not to simply apply principles from ion conductors and electron conductors 
separately, but to understand how the motion of one impacts the transport properties of the 
other.  
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1.3.1 Chemical and morphological contributions to mixed conduction 
The chemical structure of a polymer is critical to its electrical and ionic conductivity. As 
mentioned in Section 1.1, the delocalization of molecular orbitals along the backbone is 
partially influenced by the molecular structure. The polymeric side chains partially control the 
morphology of the polymer, but do not contribute to the electronic conductivity. The side 
chains thus provide a useful route to potentially optimize mixed conduction within a single 
materials system. 
Side chains that solvate ionic charge have been used to exhibit ionic and electronic 
conduction. This idea was first demonstrated in 1987 for insertion electrodes by synthesizing 
polypyrrole with ethylene oxide pendant groups.22 Ether-oxygen-based side chains are a 
natural choice to potentially utilize the ion-conducting properties of poly(ethylene oxide) 
(PEO), which exhibits some of the highest ionic conductivity values to date (10–3 S/cm with 
Li+).23 Polyelectrolytes, conjugated polymers with charge-containing side groups, also increase 
the ionic conductivity by adding solvation sites within the side chains. These strategies 
simultaneously change the dielectric environment of the polymer, where polar groups are 
more hydrophilic and more effective at charge disassociation. Other approaches to mixed 
conductivity include two-component blends24 and block copolymers25 that combine electron- 
and ion-conducting components. 
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Figure 1.4. Schematic of preferential segregation of charge carriers (ions and polarons) within the domains of a 
semi-crystalline polymer. 
 
An optimized morphology remains an active area of research in polymeric mixed 
conductors, as each carrier type requires seemingly orthogonal properties. While an ordered 
structure increases electronic mobility, ionic mobility relies on segmental motion and free 
volume of flexible chains. These differences lead to segregation of electrons and ions within 
the more crystalline and amorphous regions of the polymer system, respectively (Figure 1.4). 
An open question in mixed conductors is the threshold necessary for both ion and electron 
conduction to occur. In the context of electron-conducting polymers, the minimum 
crystallinity necessary is surprisingly small; an aggregate fraction as small as 40% in P3EHT 
was enough to create a percolated network of ordered regions for charge transport.26 For a 
highly-doped P3HT/PEO blend, the electrical conductivity remains the same as a function of 
increasing PEO content until approximately 80% PEO by weight.27  
1.3.1 The diagonal effects of ion/electron conduction in polymeric semiconductors 
One pressing challenge in the field of doped polymeric semiconductors is determining the 
degree of coupling between charges on the backbone and their corresponding counter-ion. 
How these charge carriers interact depends on a multitude of factors, including the dielectric 
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constant and the microstructure. However, these properties have been observed to evolve as a 
function of doping level, which makes unconvoluted studies difficult to realize. 
Although the assumption remains that more favorable conditions for ionic conduction 
will lead to lower electronic conductivity and vice versa, there is evidence that synergistic 
effects may be present in semiconducting polymer systems. It was found that the intrinsic 
electrical conductivity of asymmetric P3HT-PEO block copolymers was higher than the P3HT 
homopolymer, indicating that a non-electrically conducting microphase can aid in structuring 
the electrically conducting microphase.25 Structural changes induced by ion insertion, 
proposed to be a phase transition, was found to be coupled with increased electronic mobility, 
indicating that an increased degree of coupling could lead to superior properties.28,29 It is 
therefore the obligation of the polymeric electronics community to not ignore the presence of 
the charge-neutralizing counter-ion, but to understand their effects, positive or negative, on 
the resulting transport properties. 
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Chapter 2 
 
2.  Side chains impact the doping mechanism in conjugated 
polythiophenes 
 
Predicting the interactions between a semiconducting polymer and dopant is not 
straightforward due to the intrinsic structural and energetic disorder in polymeric systems. 
Although the driving force for efficient charge transfer depends on a favorable offset between 
the electron donor and acceptor, we demonstrate that the efficacy of doping also relies on 
structural constraints of incorporating a dopant molecule into the semiconducting polymer 
film. Here, we report the evolution in spectroscopic and electrical properties of a model 
conjugated polymer upon exposure to two dopant types: one that directly oxidizes the 
polymeric backbone and one that protonates the polymer backbone. Through vapor phase 
infiltration, the common charge transfer dopant, F4TCNQ, forms a charge transfer complex 
(CTC) with the polymer poly(3-(2′-ethyl)hexylthiophene) (P3EHT), a conjugated polymer 
with the same backbone as the well-characterized polymer P3HT, resulting in a maximum 
electrical conductivity of 3 × 10–5 S cm–1. We postulate that the branched side chains of P3EHT 
force F4TCNQ to reside between the π-faces of the crystallites, resulting in partial charge 
transfer between the donor and the acceptor. Conversely, protonation of the polymeric 
backbone using the strong acid, HTFSI, increases the electrical conductivity of P3EHT to a 
maximum of 4 × 10–3 S cm–1, 2 orders of magnitude higher than when a charge transfer dopant 
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is used. The ability for the backbone of P3EHT to be protonated by an acid dopant, but not 
oxidized directly by F4TCNQ, suggests that steric hindrance plays a significant role in the 
degree of charge transfer between dopant and polymer, even when the driving force for charge 
transfer is sufficient. 
2.1 Introduction 
The principles that govern effective charge transfer between the dopant and polymer are 
poorly understood, despite the fact that doping is essential to increase the electrical 
conductivity in semiconducting polymers. Previously, offset between the LUMO of the dopant 
and the HOMO of the polymer for p-type doping has been considered sufficient to predict 
effective charge transfer;1 however, some organic semiconductors exhibit minimal change in 
electrical conductivity when exposed to dopants, even with a favorable driving force for 
oxidation or reduction to occur.2,3 Additionally, it is difficult to develop structure–property 
relationships for the mechanisms of doping in organic semiconductors due to the abundance 
of semiconductors, dopants, and processing conditions. To access the potential of 
semiconducting polymers for applications in thermoelectrics,4 bioelectronics,5 and ohmic 
contacts,6 we must develop a better understanding of the interactions necessary for efficient 
charge transfer between a dopant molecule and its polymeric host. 
By studying a branched side chain analogue of the widely used polymeric 
semiconductor poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), we find that steric hindrance induced by 
branched side chains can control the final degree of charge transfer with an acceptor. Steric 
hindrance inhibits integer charge transfer from poly(3-(2′-ethyl)hexylthiophene) (P3EHT) by 
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the small-molecule 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4TCNQ) by 
constraining the molecule to reside in the π-stacks of the crystallites rather than in the side 
chains, resulting in the formation of a charge transfer complex between the two. In contrast, 
the acidic dopant bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (HTFSI), which first protonates the 
polymeric backbone, leads to carrier formation in P3EHT and higher electrical conductivity. 
This work shows that charge transfer between a dopant and polymer can be modified by steric 
factors and offers a model system to further understand the implications of different doping 
mechanisms on the resulting electrical properties. 
2.2 Experimental Methods 
Materials. Regioregular P3EHT was synthesized using a previously reported method (Mn = 
16000 g mol–1).7 P3HT was purchased from Rieke Metals (Mn = 58000 g mol–1) and used as 
received. F4TCNQ was purchased from TCI America, and HTFSI was purchased from Acros 
Organics and used as received. Anhydrous chlorobenzene was purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich.  
Thin Film Preparation. Thin films were prepared on silicon substrates (300 nm thermal oxide, 
University Wafer) for atomic force microscopy, and z-cut quartz substrates (University 
Wafer) for conductivity and UV-Vis measurements. Substrates were sonicated for 10 minutes 
sequentially in soapy water, DI water, and an IPA/acetone mixture, followed by exposure to 
UV-ozone (Jelight, Model 18) for 5 minutes. Gold contacts (20 nm) were thermally evaporated 
on the quartz substrates using a shadow mask. Neat P3EHT (10 mg ml–1, chlorobenzene) was 
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spun cast at 1500 rpm to afford 40-nm thick films. Films were annealed at 100 °C for 10 
minutes under nitrogen and quenched to 25 °C for 80 minutes. 
Vapor Doping. Vapor doping was performed using a sealed vessel, described in a previous 
publication.8 In short, pristine films are attached to the lid of a jar that contains crystals of 
solid dopant. The jar is closed and heated for a set of exposure times on a hot plate. The HTFSI-
doping vessel was heated at 40 °C and the F4TCNQ-doping vessel was heated at 210 °C. 
Exposures were done incrementally in order to capture several doping levels of the films. 
X-ray Characterization. X-ray scattering was conducted on beamline 7.3.3 at the Advanced 
Light Source (ALS).9 Silver behenate was used as a calibration for the beam center and sample-
to-detector distance. 2D GIWAXS scattering images were collected using a Pilatus 2M area 
detector at an incidence angle of 0.12° with 5–60 s exposure times. The samples were kept 
under a helium environment during X-ray exposure to minimize sample degradation and air 
scattering. The collected data were processed using Nika, a 2D data reduction macro on Igor 
Pro using established procedures. To correct for the grazing incidence geometry, scattering 
intensity was integrated along a small sector near the missing wedge to obtain 1D profiles near 
qz = 0.  
Atomic Force Microscopy. Topological images were captured using tapping mode with an NT-
MDT custom-built atomic force microscope (controller model NTEGRA P9) under ambient 
conditions. Bruker OTESPA-R3 probes (0.01–0.02 Ω-cm Si, f0 = 300 kHz) were used to 
complete these measurements. The scan size of each image was 2 µm x 2 µm. 
UV-visible Spectroscopy. UV-visible measurements were taken using an Agilent Cary 60 UV-
Vis Spectrophotometer. Spectra were taken on 0.5 mm-thick quartz substrates. 
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FTIR Spectroscopy. FTIR spectroscopy was performed in a nitrogen atmosphere using a 
Nicolet Magna 850 FTIR Spectrometer with an InSb detector. Samples were spincast on KBr 
salt plates (13 x 2 mm, PIKE Technologies) using the same conditions as for other 
characterization techniques. 
Electrical Characterization. All electrical measurements were performed under a nitrogen 
environment inside a glovebox. Electrical conductivity was measured using a Keithley 6485 
picoammeter. Measurements were taken in the in-plane direction using the TLM method to 
eliminate contact resistance for samples with low conductivity. 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
Two primary charge transfer processes have been observed in organic semiconductors, but it 
remains unclear what factors determine the process for a given donor and acceptor pair.10,11 
Integer charge transfer (ICT) between the organic semiconductor and dopant results in an 
integer-charged counterion to stabilize the polaron formed within the semiconductor. If only 
partial charge transfer occurs between dopant and semiconductor, a charge transfer complex 
(CTC) forms due to strong electronic coupling of the dopant and polymer states. Charge 
transfer complexes have been observed for oligomeric and some polymeric 
semiconductors,2,12−14 but it is not clear whether energetic or structural features control the 
degree of charge transfer. For instance, the prototypical semiconductor/dopant pair, poly(3-
hexylthiophene) (P3HT):F4TCNQ, which typically undergoes ICT, was found to form a CTC 
if specific processing conditions were used during film formation.15 The amount of 
aggregation, as well as the degree of intrachain order,16 has also been shown to influence the 
degree of charge transfer in the solution state, indicating that structural constraints are 
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important to consider for pairs of dopants and semiconductors.17 Despite these results, little 
rationalization has been made to justify why one process would be favorable with respect to 
the other. 
Incorporating branched side chains onto the backbone of a semiconducting polymer 
forces a greater degree of energetic overlap between a counterion and backbone without 
modifying the polymer’s ionization energy. Here, we use the p-type semiconductor 
regioregular poly(3-(2′-ethyl)hexylthiophene) (P3EHT), whose backbone is identical to 
poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) but contains an ethyl group on the second carbon of the alkyl 
side chain (Figure 2.1). The effect of the branched side chains of P3EHT is to decrease its 
melting point to approximately 80 °C and slow the rate of crystallization upon film formation 
relative to its linear alkyl side chain analogue.19−22 Because P3EHT has the same backbone as 
P3HT, their ionization potentials are within 0.1 eV of one another in solution (∼5.2 eV).23 
While P3EHT has a slightly deeper IE than P3HT, we still expect that ICT should be possible. 
ICT with F4TCNQ has been observed for polymers with an even deeper IE and also with 
acceptors with a smaller EA.24,25 
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Figure 2.1. Chemical structure of P3EHT and schematic illustrating the method of vapor doping. The molecule 
F4TCNQ is used as the charge transfer dopant, and HTFSI is used as the acid dopant. 
Diffusion of a dopant molecule from the vapor phase into the semiconducting polymer 
enables control over doping level while minimizing confounding variables introduced 
through the use of solvents.26,27 In this work, we examine two dopants: one that oxidizes the 
polymer backbone by intermolecular electron transfer (“charge-transfer dopant”) and one 
that protonates the polymer backbone causing formation of carriers (“acid dopant”). Here, 
the small-molecule F4TCNQ is used as the charge-transfer dopant for its favorable electron 
affinity (EA = 5.2 eV) and its previous success in doping P3HT through the vapor phase.26 We 
use HTFSI as the acid dopant because it is a strong acid (pKa ∼ −12),28 it has a low melting 
point (TM = 53 °C), and it has been used previously as an effective dopant in the vapor phase.29 
For acidic dopants, it is postulated that the carbocation generated from backbone protonation 
oxidizes a neighboring chain, leading to the traditional radical-hole pair and the associated 
Brønsted base.30 
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The formation of free charge carriers in P3EHT when doped with F4TCNQ is impeded 
in the solid state, indicated by the absence of polaronic features in the optical spectra of the 
doped films. Undoped regioregular P3EHT films form highly structured aggregates that 
exhibit well-defined 0–0, 0–1, and 0–2 transitions, as shown in Figure 2.2. The optical 
spectrum of an undoped film provides quantitative information about how much of the film 
is aggregated as well as the primary type of aggregate in the film, developed through the work 
of Spano et al.31 A least-squares fitting analysis of the spectrum of an undoped P3EHT film 
(Figure A1) using this model yields that the fully crystallized film consists of approximately 
40% primarily H-type aggregates, in agreement with previous work19 and similar to what is 
typically observed for P3HT. These values are also comparable to bulk DSC measurements of 
P3EHT.18 As a function of exposure time to F4TCNQ vapor, the UV–vis spectra of P3EHT 
show a decrease of the optical transition of the neutral polymer centered around 2.4 eV. The 
optical transitions corresponding to F4TCNQ– at 1.43 and 1.62 eV (red dashed lines) are not 
present at any doping level, indicating that ICT does not occur even at low doping 
concentrations.12 With increased F4TCNQ content, new features appear near 1.0, 1.8, and 3.4 
eV (denoted C1, C2, and C3 in Figure 2.2a). We postulate that these transitions correspond 
to optical transitions of the charge transfer complex formed between F4TCNQ and P3EHT. A 
CTC also occurs in solution-cast films (Figure A2), which indicates that the dopant and 
polymer form a complex independent of processing route. Surprisingly, spectral signatures of 
the F4TCNQ anion are observed in a solution of F4TCNQ and P3EHT, indicating that ICT 
occurs between the donor and acceptor prior to casting the solid film. (Figure A2). These 
observations are in stark contrast to the linear side chain analogue P3HT, which has been 
shown to exhibit ICT by F4TCNQ when doped in either the solution or vapor phase.32,33,27 To 
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quantify the degree of charge transfer, the C≡N stretching vibration of F4TCNQ in a doped 
film provides a route because the frequency of this stretching mode is sensitive to the charge 
of the molecule.34 In a vapor-doped film of P3EHT with F4TCNQ, the nitrile stretching mode 
shifts from its value in neutral form of 2227 cm–1 to 2209 cm–1, corresponding to a degree of 
charge transfer (δ) of approximately 0.6 (Figure A3) based on an empirical model developed 
for donor:acceptor salts.35,36 A degree of charge transfer less than unity confirms that the 
dopant forms a CTC with the polymer. 
Figure 2.2. UV−vis spectra of P3EHT films upon 
exposure to (a) F4TCNQ and (b) HTFSI vapor. Dashed 
lines correspond to the absorption features 
characteristic of the F4TCNQ anion (1.43 and 1.62 eV) 
and neutral F4TCNQ (3.2 eV). A clear polaron 
signature appears when exposed to an acid, while 
features indicative of complexation are observed when 
exposed to the charge transfer dopant.  
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
The branched side chains of P3EHT do not inhibit polaron formation upon exposure 
to HTFSI vapor. The absorption spectra of P3EHT with increasing exposure time to HTFSI 
show a decrease in the neutral polymer species along with an increase of a subgap feature at 
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1.6 eV, corresponding to the presence of polaronic carriers within the film (Figure 2.2b).37 
The absorption spectra contain an isosbestic point at 1.97 eV, evidence of conversion between 
the neutral and charged polymer species. A similar feature, centered around 1.55 eV, is 
observed when P3HT is doped using HTFSI as a control (Figure A4), consistent with previous 
reports of acid doping with other thiophene-backbone semiconductors.29 We do not expect 
formation of a CTC when using HTFSI as a dopant. HTFSI initially transfers a proton that 
subsequently generates a carrier, and the closed-shell counterion TFSI– is unlikely to interact 
electronically with the backbone. For example, structural characterization of electrochemical 
transistors of P3HT shows that TFSI– resides in the side chains after oxidation of the 
backbone.38 This difference in doping mechanism, along with the smaller size of TFSI– with 
respect to F4TCNQ–, is likely why polaronic carriers form within the acid-doped films of 
P3EHT. 
The crystallites within the film of P3EHT exhibit different behavior depending on 
which dopant the film is exposed to, indicating the role of structural changes during doping. 
Crystallites of pristine P3EHT exhibit an edge-on texture with an alkyl stacking distance of 
14.4 Å (Figure 2.3a), approximately 1 Å smaller than that of P3HT. While the side chains of 
P3EHT are racemic due to the chiral center, GIWAXS still shows higher-order peaks in the 
scattering pattern. The chiral center in the side chains likely leads to disorder in the packing 
of the side chains but does not prevent ordering of the backbones.21 When exposed to HTFSI 
vapor, higher-order peaks seen in the neutral pattern disappear, and the alkyl stacking distance 
of the crystallites begins to increase (shift to lower q values) (Figure 2.3b) at low exposure 
times. With increasing exposure to HTFSI, the alkyl stacking increases further to 
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approximately 15.4 Å, indicating that the acidic dopant resides primarily in the side chains of 
the crystallites. Although the changes in alkyl spacing are smaller than the nominal size of 
TFSI– (∼7.2 Å in length and ∼2.5 Å in width from DFT calculations), we attribute these small 
shifts to free volume within the side chains of the crystallites before doping. When the film is 
exposed to F4TCNQ vapor, little change in the alkyl spacing in crystalline domains is observed 
at short exposure times (Figure 2.3c). Further exposure to F4TCNQ vapor leads to a slight 
decrease in the alkyl stacking distance to approximately 14.1 Å, contrary to the behavior of 
many polymer:dopant combinations,27,32,39 but previously observed for a form of blend of 
P3HT:F4TCNQ that yields a CTC.15 For this reason along with the spectroscopic evidence for 
a CTC, we expect the dopant not to reside in the side chains of the crystallites but rather near 
the π-face of the backbone. This geometry is consistent with DFT calculations on 
donor:acceptor complexes40,41 and the need for significant overlap of the wave functions 
between donor and acceptor to form a CTC. Additionally, the alkyl stacking peaks broaden, 
and the majority of scattering peaks of the neutral pattern disappears with higher exposure 
times to F4TCNQ, indicating that the crystallites of the film are becoming more disordered as 
the dopant infiltrates the film. The emergence of a new scattering peak near 1.85 Å–1 in doped 
films of P3EHT suggests a significant change in the structural ordering of the crystalline 
domains (see Appendix B). There are, unfortunately, not enough peaks in the 2D X-ray 
scattering pattern of the doped films to determine a unique unit cell. 
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Figure 2.3. GIWAXS of P3EHT-doped films. (a) A 2D scattering image of a pristine P3EHT film. The crystallites 
are primarily edge-on, with the alkyl stacking direction along the out-of-plane direction. Line cuts taken near the 
missing wedge in the out-of-plane direction for (b) HTFSI-doped films indicate an increase in the alkyl stacking 
direction, indicating that this dopant resides in the side chains of the P3EHT crystallites. The alkyl stacking 
distance of the F4TCNQ-doped films (c) slightly decreases as a function of exposure time along with peak 
broadening, which indicates disordering of the crystallites within the film. 
The formation of free carriers caused by HTFSI exposure leads to an increase in the 
electrical conductivity by more than 2 orders of magnitude compared to F4TCNQ. The 
electrical conductivity of P3EHT increases rapidly as a function of exposure to HTFSI (Figure 
2.4, brown diamonds), followed by a slow increase in conductivity with further exposure time 
with a maximum value of ∼4 × 10–3 S cm–1. As the mobility measured with thin-film transistors 
of P3EHT is lower than P3HT by approximately 3 orders of magnitude,20 we expect the 
maximal conductivity of P3EHT to approach 10–2 S cm–1 at high doping levels (∼1 × 1021 cm–
3). In contrast, the electrical conductivity of P3EHT when exposed to F4TCNQ increases by 
approximately a factor of 10 to 3 × 10–5 S cm–1. Longer exposure times for both dopants lead 
to the presence of aggregates on the surface by atomic force microscopy (see Appendix B). 
The complex formed between F4TCNQ and P3EHT creates few free carriers in the film, as 
only partial charge transfer occurs between the two species. As a result, these films exhibit a 
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lower electrical conductivity than the HTFSI-doped films that provide a benchmark for the 
expected conductivity of P3EHT at high carrier concentration. 
Figure 2.4. Electrical conductivity as a function of 
exposure time of HTFSI vapor (brown diamonds) and 
F4TCNQ vapor (blue circles). Formation of a charge 
transfer complex leads to a maximal conductivity 2 
orders of magnitude lower than from integer charge 
transfer. Error bars correspond to ± one standard 
deviation from triplicate measurements. 
 
 
 
 
2.4 Conclusions 
The results herein indicate that side chain functionalization can drastically impact whether 
ICT or formation of a CTC occurs. Through UV–vis spectroscopy and electrical conductivity 
measurements, we show that vapor-phase infiltration of two molecules that dope through 
either direct oxidation or protonation exhibits significantly different doping efficacies for 
P3EHT. As both dopants diffuse into the bulk of the film, we posit that the steric hindrance 
introduced through the branched side chains allows TFSI– to reside in the side chains but 
forces F4TCNQ to interact with the π-face of the polymeric backbone. The position of 
F4TCNQ facilitates a strong electronic interaction between donor and acceptor, leading to a 
CTC rather than ITC that is observed for polymers where F4TCNQ resides in the side chains. 
The importance of having a weak electronic interaction between the dopant and 
semiconductor to form carriers has been discussed in the context of crystalline molecular 
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semiconductors.13 Investigating the role of dopant size to control charge transfer between 
polymeric donors and acceptors would offer greater predictive power for dopant/polymer 
pairs. 
Although two primary doping mechanisms have been reported for semiconducting 
polymers, it is less clear whether the two can coexist within one materials system. Indeed, 
features consistent with the optical transition at 2 eV (peak C2 in Figure 2.2) have been 
observed in UV–vis spectra of doped polythiophenes, but the assignment of the peak remains 
unclear.37,42 Investigating polymers that can exhibit CTC formation can lead to a broader 
understanding of whether additional doping mechanisms exist and if the electrical properties 
of charge transfer complexes can be improved. Because the difference between ionization 
energy and electron affinity for many dopant:polymer combinations is often 0.2 eV or less, it 
is surprising that a CTC is not more commonly seen in doped semiconducting polymers. The 
fact that an integer charge transfer mechanism is common raises questions regarding the role 
of spatial separation during charge transfer between donor and acceptor. The role of steric 
hindrance also has implications for the design of low-voltage loss organic solar cells where 
donor:acceptor complexes are the sites of charge generation and recombination.43 Future 
work will also lead to a more unified picture for charge transfer in organic semiconductors to 
disentangle the role of energetics and steric constraints. 
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2.6 Appendix A  
2.6.1 Analysis of Aggregate Absorption 
The model developed by Spano et al.44,45 describes the absorption spectra, A, of P3HT by 
Equation A1: 
     Equation A1 
The Huang-Rhys factor, S, is assumed to be unity. The proportionality constant (C), excitonic 
bandwidth (W), Gaussian width (s), and the 0-0 intrachain transition (E0-0) are varying 
parameters in this model. The characteristic C=C phonon stretch is 0.179 eV for P3EHT. A 
Matlab code was utilized to perform a least-square fit for the 0–0, 0–1, 0–2, 0–3, and 0–4 
transitions as a function of carrier density. A typical fit is shown in Figure A1. 
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Figure A1: Analysis of P3EHT spectra. The model by Spano et al. indicates that about 40% of the P3EHT film is 
aggregated. 
 
2.6.2 Doped solution spectra 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A2: (a) Solution spectra of pristine P3EHT and P3EHT with 10 mol% F4TCNQ. The familiar peaks 
corresponding to the anion of F4TCNQ appear at 1.4 and 1.6 eV, indicating that the dopant does not complex 
with the polymer while in solution. Here, data is shown to 2.5 eV since the solvent obscures the spectra at higher 
energy. Upon film formation from a doped solution (b), a charge transfer complex forms evidenced by the 
emergence of similar features as the vapor doped films (Figure 2.2 in main text) near 3.4 eV, 1.8 eV, and 1 eV. 
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2.6.3 FTIR Spectroscopy 
The C≡N vibrational stretch of F4TCNQ is sensitive to the charge of the molecule. The degree 
of charge transfer, δ, between F4TCNQ and the corresponding acceptor is found using 
Equation A2:  
𝛿 = 3∆LLM N1 − LPQLMQRA2 Equation A2 
where n0 corresponds to the neutral value of the C≡N stretch (2227 cm–1), n1 corresponds to 
the frequency of the C≡N stretch for the radical anion (2194 cm–1 corresponding to integer 
charge transfer (ICT)), and Dn is the difference between the observed stretch and the neutral 
C≡N stretch.46,47 
 
Figure A3: FTIR of heavily-doped 
P3EHT films from vapor infiltration 
(black) and from solution casting 
(orange). The peak corresponding to 
the C≡N vibrational stretch occurs at 
2209 cm–1 for the vapor doped film 
and 2206 cm–1 for the solution doped 
film, corresponding to a degree of 
charge transfer of 0.6. A value of 1 is 
expected for ICT, such as between 
P3HT and F4TCNQ.  
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2.6.4 P3HT Acid Doping 
 
Figure A4: Electrical conductivity (left) and absorption (right) of a film of P3HT with exposure to 
HTFSI. The resulting electrical conductivity of P3HT is higher than for P3EHT when using the same 
dopant, potentially due to the differences in intrachain order between the two polymers.48 Error bars 
represent one standard deviation from the average value, taken from triplicate measurements. 
 
2.6.5 2D GIWAXS images of vapor and acid doping 
 
Figure A5: 2D images of P3EHT when 
exposed to HTFSI. Long exposure times 
leads to a modified crystal structure and loss 
of higher order peaks, seen clearly in the 10 
minute and 17 minute images. 
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Figure A6: 2D images of P3EHT when 
exposed to F4TCNQ. Broadening of the 
peaks along with new features with 
increasing exposure times is indicative of 
disorder and a modified crystal structure 
induced upon infiltration of the dopant. 
Sharp features seen in the 25 minute image 
may correspond to F4TCNQ at the surface. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.6.6 Atomic Force Microscopy 
 
Figure A7: AFM height images of thin films of P3EHT in its pristine form (a) and when exposed to HTFSI and 
F4TCNQ vapor (b-g). Doping with the HTFSI for 3 minutes (b) and 7 minutes (c) introduces little change to the 
microstructure. Exposure times greater than 17 minutes (d) result in large droplets on the film surface, indicating 
that the vapor no longer infiltrates the film. A similar effect occurs for F4TCNQ vapor after 3 minutes (e) and 19 
minutes (f) of exposure time, followed by eventual F4TCNQ crystals aggregating at the film surface after 34 
minutes (g). All images have the same color map scale bar. 
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Chapter 3 
 
3. Microstructural and Electronic Properties Are Correlated 
During Electrochemical Gating of Poly(3‐Hexylthiophene) 
 
 
The heterogeneous microstructure of semicrystalline polymers complicates the relationship 
between their electrical conductivity and carrier concentration. Charge transport models 
typically describe conductivity with an assumption of uniform doping throughout the 
material. Here, the evolution in morphology and optoelectronic properties of poly(3‐
hexylthiophene) (P3HT) is reported as a function of carrier concentration in an organic 
electrochemical transistor using a polymeric ionic liquid (PIL) as the gate insulator. Operando 
grazing incidence X‐ray scattering reveals that negatively charged ions from the dielectric first 
infiltrate the amorphous regions of the semiconductor, and then penetrate the crystalline 
regions at a critical carrier density of 4 × 1020 cm−3. Upon infiltration, the crystallites expand 
by 12% in the alkyl stacking direction and compress by 4% in the π–π stacking direction. The 
change in crystal structure of P3HT correlates with a sharply increasing effective carrier 
mobility. UV–visible spectroscopy reveals that holes induced in P3HT first reside in the 
crystalline regions of the polymer, which verifies that a charge carrier need not be in the same 
physical domain as its associated counterion. The dopant‐induced morphological changes of 
P3HT rationalize the dependence of mobility on carrier concentration, suggesting a phase 
transition of crystalline regions at high carrier concentration. 
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3.1 Introduction 
The value of electrical conductivity in semiconducting materials is related to the product 
between carrier concentration (p) and carrier mobility (µ). In polymeric semiconductors, the 
conductivity1 and mobility2 increase non‐linearly as a function of carrier density. Efforts to 
explain this phenomenon have shown that a static density of states (DOS) fails to capture the 
transport behavior of semiconducting polymers, particularly at high carrier concentrations.3-
5 As a result, the super‐linear relationship is commonly attributed to changes in the 
distribution in transport sites as the DOS broadens with increasing energetic disorder.6 An 
important factor generally overlooked in models of charge transport is how the microstructure 
of the semiconducting polymer evolves over the same range of carrier concentration, which 
will also contribute to the DOS. To realize the full potential of semiconducting polymers for 
applications such as bioelectronics7 and thermoelectrics,8 we must develop a more robust 
understanding of how the morphology of a polymer evolves as carriers are introduced. 
By using an organic electrochemical transistor (OECT), we observed how the 
microstructure, absorption spectra, and electronic mobility of poly(3‐hexylthiophene) 
(P3HT) evolve as a function of carrier concentration. The unique sample geometry used here 
enables structural and spectroscopic characterization of the semiconductor while exerting 
control over carrier density. The combination of methods allows us to deconvolute the 
competing effects that determine the electrical conductivity in P3HT as a function of charge 
carrier concentration. 
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Introducing charge carriers by doping is an important process to control the electrical 
properties of semiconductors.9 Doping in polymers occurs by chemical reactions with 
molecular species that oxidize (or reduce) the polymer backbone.10,11 To ensure charge 
neutrality, the reduced (or oxidized) dopant acts as the counterion to the charged backbone. 
Small molecules that dope polymers by charge transfer are typically added to the polymer in 
solution (either before or after the film is cast),11,12 or through vapor phase infiltration.10 
Addition of dopants increases the concentration of carriers in the polymer but has been shown 
to induce morphological changes with increasing dopant concentration,13-15 which influences 
the degree of energetic disorder and complicates the rationalization of doping effects on 
charge transport.  
Electrochemical doping provides a way to modify the electrical properties of 
semiconducting polymers through control over the carrier density.16 Conventional transistors 
that operate using the field effect permit a ≈2 nm conducting channel at the interface of the 
semiconductor and gate dielectric.17 More recently, ion‐containing dielectrics have been used 
to dope semiconductors electrochemically by the diffusion of ions into the semiconductor that 
neutralize charge generated from the electrode.18 Infiltration of ions into the active layer 
creates a bulk channel of charge carriers, rather than forming a channel only at the dielectric‐
semiconductor interface. Integrating the current generated between the source and gate of the 
device determines the total charge generated in the semiconductor (Q), providing a way to 
quantitatively determine carrier concentration (p) in the active layer with doping. The 
maximum carrier density generated in semiconductors by using non‐ionic dielectrics 
approaches 1019 cm−3, above which dielectric breakdown occurs from the applied field.17 
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Electrochemical transistors, on the other hand, have accessed carrier densities exceeding 1021 
cm−3 which enables the investigation of charge transport in the highly doped regime.2,19 
Here, we use a polymeric ionic liquid (PIL) as a gate insulator in an OECT to examine 
the structural, optoelectronic, and electronic effects of doping a p‐type semiconductor. In 
contrast to other ion‐based gate insulators such as ionic liquids16 and ion gels,19 the single‐ion 
conducting polymer restricts ion movement to the mobile species, which eliminates unwanted 
ion pair diffusion into the semiconductor. In combination with other experimental 
techniques, gating with a PIL permits us to examine the changes in both the crystalline and 
the amorphous regions of polymeric semiconductors as the carrier density approaches the 
number of monomeric units in the material. We find that at low carrier concentration, hole 
polarons tend to exist in the crystalline regions of the semiconductor. As the carrier 
concentration increases, the counterions penetrate the crystalline regions of the 
semiconductor, modifying the structure of the polymer's crystalline domains and indicating a 
contrast in preferential environment between carrier and counterion. The calculated mobility 
strongly correlates with the structural changes that are observed. Structural changes induced 
by dopants signify a new need for models that treat a polymer in its doped state as a different 
material than its pristine counterpart. 
3.2 Experimental Methods 
Materials: P3HT was obtained from Merck and used as received. The anthracene-
functionalized PIL was synthesized using reversible addition-fragmentation chain-transfer 
polymerization (RAFT) as detailed in previous work.25 Tri(chloro)octylsilane was purchased 
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from Sigma-Aldrich and stored in a nitrogen glovebox. All solvents were purchased in their 
anhydrous form from Sigma-Aldrich. Si/SiO2 wafers were purchased from University Wafer, 
and gold-coated silicon wafers were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The elastomer and 
crosslinking agent used for PDMS were purchased from Dow Corning. 
Device Fabrication: A solution of the PIL (50 mg/ml, acetonitrile) was dropcast on a gold-
coated silicon substrate at 35 °C followed by annealing in vacuo for 12 hours. PIL films were 
crosslinked by exposure to 365 nm light for 45 minutes in a nitrogen glovebox. A solution of 
P3HT (50 mg/ml, chlorobenzene) was spun on OTS-functionalized Si/SiO2 substrates at 1500 
rpm for 45 seconds and annealed at 150 °C for 10 minutes, affording a thickness of 
approximately 250 nm as measured by profilometry. Annealed films were transferred to the 
crosslinked PIL film using a PDMS stamp according to previous methods. Gold Source/drain 
contacts (W = 2.7 mm, L = 150 µm,  t = 80 nm) were thermally evaporated using a shadow 
mask. Output/transfer curves were obtained using a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter. 
Beamline Device Fabrication: Devices for operando experiments followed an identical protocol 
to the lab devices but with a larger channel (W = 1 cm, L = 2 mm) to allow for the incident 
beam to pass through the channel with minimal scattering from the gold. The finalized device 
was mounted onto a glass slide using double-sided tape. Electrical wires were connected to the 
source, drain, and gate contacts using silver paste. Bias was controlled during scattering 
experiments using a Keithley 2400 with connection to the electrical wires.  
UV-Vis Device Fabrication: Quartz substrates were cleaned using the same procedure detailed 
above. A thin (10 nm) layer of gold was evaporated on the substrates to minimize 
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electrochemical effects but be translucent. The gold-coated ITO substrates were then partially 
masked with Teflon tape to enable contact with external wires. P3HT and the PIL for operando 
UV-Vis measurements were spuncast and dropcast, respectively, following procedures 
detailed above. The films were sandwiched together and annealed at 50 °C under vacuum to 
ensure homogenous contact between the PIL and P3HT layers. The Teflon tape was removed 
and wires were connected to either substrate using double sided tape to control the bias 
between the device terminals. UV-Vis spectra were acquired using an Agilent Cary 60 UV-Vis 
Spectrophotometer. Spectra were taken at each voltage after 60 s of bias to ensure a uniform 
dopant profile in the semiconductor. 
X-ray Characterization: X-ray scattering was conducted on beamline 7.3.3 at the Advanced 
Light Source (ALS). Silver behenate was used as a calibration for the beam center and sample-
to-detector distance. 2D GIWAXS scattering images were collected using a Pilatus 2 M area 
detector at an incidence angle of 0.20° with 5 s exposure times. The samples were kept under 
a helium environment during X-ray exposure to minimize sample degradation and scattering 
from O2. The collected data were processed using Nika, a 2D data reduction macro on Igor 
Pro using established procedures. 1D profiles along the in-plane direction were created by 
plotting intensities along line cuts near qxy = 0. To correct for the grazing incidence geometry, 
scattering intensity was integrated along a small sector near the missing wedge to obtain 1D 
profiles near qz = 0. 
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3.3 Results and Discussion 
Electrochemical gating provides a quantitative value for carrier concentration in the 
semiconductor at each gate bias. Transistors were thus designed to attain high carrier 
concentrations in the semiconductor via bulk doping within the active layer. We chose the p‐
type semiconductor P3HT (Figure 3.1a) as a benchmark material with a well‐studied 
morphology.20-22 An aprotic PIL was used as the gate dielectric with an imidazolium‐based 
cation (IM+) as a pendant group on the main chain and bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide 
(TFSI−) as the free anion. Unlike other studies with polymer/ionic liquid gate insulators, only 
one ion can infiltrate the active layer. Integrating the current generated (IG) and leakage 
current (IL) upon applying a gate voltage (VG) with time determines the total charge generated 
in the semiconductor (Q). Carrier density is calculated using Equation 3.1, where A is the area 
of charge accumulation and t is the thickness of the accumulation layer.23 The high capacitance 
of the PIL dielectric has been shown to invoke a volumetric carrier density of 1020 –1021 cm−3 
in the active layer using VG < |5| V due to the emergence of a conducting channel throughout 
the entire film.3, 18, 24 
𝑝 = ;= = ∫ (?@A?B)	DEFGE  Equation 3.1 
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Figure 3.1. Chemical structures of (a) P3HT and (b) the anthracene‐functionalized PIL IM‐TFSI used as the gate 
dielectric. c) Schematic representation of the device used for electrical and structural characterization. L = 2 mm 
and W = 1 cm for structural characterization, and L = 150 µm and W = 2.7 mm for electrical characterization. 
 
We positioned the semiconductor at a free interface within the transistor to enable 
morphological characterization to take place operando using X‐ray scattering. Here, we 
utilized a cross‐linked PIL to create a bottom‐gate top‐contact device geometry with P3HT 
supported by the gate insulator. Anthracene moieties were incorporated onto the PIL 
backbone to crosslink the polymer upon exposure to 365 nm light via a Diels–Alder 
dimerization reaction (Figure 3.1b). The anthracene dimers afford a free‐standing crosslinked 
polymer film after irradiation without sacrificing ionic conductivity, as detailed in another 
publication.25 To achieve a sharp semiconductor–dielectric interface, P3HT films were first 
spin cast and annealed on an OTS‐treated substrate and then transferred to the PIL using a 
PDMS stamp (Figure 3.1c). 
An important question in doped semicrystalline polymers is if charge carriers and their 
associated counterions are distributed homogenously among the crystalline and amorphous 
regions of the semiconductor. As a voltage is applied between the source and gate electrodes 
of the PIL‐gated transistor (VG), holes are injected into the semiconductor from the source 
along with TFSI− ions from the dielectric. A larger gate bias drives more charge carriers (and 
counterions) into the semiconductor. The transistor turns ON when enough charge is induced 
to create a conducting channel between the source and drain electrodes. The ON current of 
the OECT is also determined by the kinetics of the infiltration of ions into the 
semiconductor.26 Current–voltage characteristics alone yield no information about whether 
the film is doped homogenously, or if there exist regions that are doped differently than others. 
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To address this issue, we examined the distribution of both charge carriers and counterions 
within the polymer's crystalline and amorphous domains. 
Grazing incidence wide angle X‐ray scattering (GIWAXS) measurements of the PIL‐
gated transistor indicate that in the unbiased state, no counterions penetrate the crystalline 
regions of the semiconductor film. A representative 2D GIWAXS image of the top‐contact 
bottom‐gate transistor (Figure B1a) shows that the P3HT crystallites in the transferred film 
exhibit an edge‐on texture, where alkyl stacking is in the out‐of‐plane direction and π–π 
stacking is in the in‐plane direction. Due to the device geometry and the incident angle, the 
2D image also captures structural characteristics of the underlying PIL (Figure B1b, 
Supporting Information) evidenced by the amorphous haloes at 0.35, 0.80, and 1.35 Å−1 
(denoted P1, P2, and P3, respectively).27 In its unbiased form, the alkyl stacking and π–π 
stacking distances of P3HT are 16.5 and 3.77 Å, similar to previously reported values28 and 
imply that no ions have perturbed the crystalline packing prior to applying a voltage. 
Gate biases larger than |1.5| V drive TFSI− counterions into the P3HT crystallites, 
leading to a modified structure within the crystalline regions. Because we sought to examine 
the doped state of P3HT rather than the kinetics of operation of OECTs, GIWAXS 
measurements are taken in the long time limit (once gate current is negligible) to determine 
the steady‐state characteristics of the device. For these measurements, 60 s is sufficient to 
ensure the transistor is at steady state (Supplementary Information Section II). 1D line profiles 
in the out‐of‐plane (Figure 3.2a) and in‐plane (Figure 3.2b) directions show that at gate bias 
less than |1.5| V, no structural changes are observed in the crystalline regions. At low bias, the 
TFSI− ions likely exist only in the amorphous regions of the film, consistent with 
electrochemical strain microscopy measurements of P3HT gated with an ionic liquid29 and 
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from ex situ scattering experiments using ionic liquid gated OECTs.30 Measurements 
performed ex situ prove useful to establish general changes in structure with gating, but a more 
quantitative understanding of the doping mechanism is difficult to ascertain due to issues 
arising from the cycled application and removal of the ionic liquid. As the magnitude of the 
bias increases, the alkyl stacking distance increases sharply to 18.5 Å (Figure 3.2c) along with 
a decrease in π–π stacking distance to 3.62 Å (Figure 3.2d). The structural changes observed 
suggest that the TFSI− counterions reside in the alkyl chains of the crystallites, consistent with 
other dopant molecules used for P3HT.10, 31, 32 As expected, the positions of the scattering peaks 
of the PIL (P1, P2, and P3) are not influenced by application of a gate bias. Morphological 
changes exhibit reversibility at the onset of crystallite infiltration (−1.8 V), while higher 
negative bias (> |2| V) increases the time scale of reversibility (Figure B2). A device biased 
only under positive gate voltage does not induce any changes up to +3 V (Figure B3), 
indicating that IM+ cations tethered to the PIL backbone do not infiltrate the crystalline 
regions of the semiconductor layer. 
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Figure 3.2. GIWAXS intensity along (a) a small sector near the inaccessible region of reciprocal space at grazing 
incidence near qz = 0 and (b) the in‐plane direction qxy of P3HT as a function of gate bias. A bias is applied for 
60 s before X‐ray measurements take place to ensure a homogenous dopant profile in the semiconductor. Peaks 
arising from the underlying PIL dielectric are denoted as P1, P2, and P3. Peak fits show that at a critical bias of 
−1.5 V, the alkyl stacking distance begins to increase (c) with a concomitant decrease in the π–π stacking distance 
(d). 
 
The 1D scattering profiles in Figure 3.2 indicate that the crystallites expand as one 
population and do not become more disordered than their undoped state. Specifically, fits of 
the π–π stacking peak using a Lorentzian profile exhibit a constant full‐width at half‐
maximum for all measurements, indicating that the disorder within the π stacks remain 
constant. Fits with two peaks either lead to unreasonable peak widths or peak areas 
inconsistent with the pristine film (Figure B4). Although the average ionic radius of TFSI− is 
approximately 4 Å,33 the P3HT crystallites expand 2 Å (≈12%) in the out‐of‐plane direction 
and contract 0.15 Å (≈4%) in the in‐plane direction. It is likely that the degree of free volume 
among the side chains of P3HT allows for ion intercalation with a small perturbation of the 
packing of the chains, consistent with other conjugated polymers.34 For example, in P3HT 
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doped with the acceptor molecule F4TCNQ, the alkyl spacing within the crystallites increases 
by approximately 2.5 Å with a counterion comparable to the size of TFSI−.15 Upon TFSI− ion 
infiltration, new reflections do not emerge at any doping level, consistent with ex situ studies 
of ionic liquid gating30 but unlike other dopants such as F4TCNQ35, 36 or I2 vapor.32 Previous 
studies have correlated new scattering peaks to polymer‐dopant co‐crystals or aggregation 
between dopant counterions, indicating that these events do not occur with the TFSI− 
counterion. 
The sharp transition within the crystallites of P3HT upon doping takes place at carrier 
densities exceeding those achievable with non‐ionic dielectrics. The onset of structural 
changes occurs at a carrier concentration of 4 × 1020 cm−3 in the PIL‐gated device (Figure 3.3), 
which corresponds to approximately 5% of occupied sites assuming a density of 1.1 g cm−3 and 
two sites per monomer.13 At lower carrier densities, the alkyl and π–π stacking distances 
remains unperturbed in the crystallites. For P3HT crystallites, injected polarons tend to 
delocalize over as many as 20 repeat units on one chain;37, 38 thus, it is difficult to precisely 
quantify how many thiophene monomers each polaron affects upon oxidation. Structural 
changes stop at a carrier concentration of approximately 1 × 1021 cm−3 despite an increasing 
concentration of TFSI− counterions, which could indicate that further deformation in the 
crystallites becomes energetically unfavorable. These results capture the steady‐state 
characteristics of the transistor, as the device is biased for sufficiently long times to ensure a 
distributed counterion profile within the film (Figure B5). The P3HT crystallites therefore 
exist in two distinct states as a function of carrier concentration: their pristine form for carrier 
density less than 4 × 1020 cm−3, and their modified structure above 4 × 1020 cm−3 with a 
relatively abrupt transition in between. 
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Figure 3.3. a) Carrier concentration calculated from 
integrating gate current (IG) as a function of voltage. b) 
Alkyl and (c) π–π stacking distance as a function of 
carrier density. Unfilled symbols correspond to length 
scales at zero bias, which we assume corresponds to 
negligible carrier concentration. 
 
 
While the distribution of counterions in the 
active layer is straightforward to interpret 
from Figures 3.2 and 3.3, the precise location 
of a charge carrier within semi-crystalline 
polymer films remains to be a topic of 
debate.37, 39-44 The lower ionization energy in a 
crystallite of P3HT45 has been shown to lead to 
increased doping efficiency and more 
delocalized polarons.43,46 Some suggest that a 
carrier should be in close proximity to its 
associated counterion, regardless of the 
carrier concentration.35,44 Previously, charge 
modulation spectroscopy, FTIR, and Raman 
spectroscopy have been used to study the local 
environment of polarons in conjugated polymers at low concentrations, typically to determine 
if holes exist as polarons or bipolarons.37,39-41 It was found that P3HT undergoes charge‐
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induced conformational changes with doping,47 but consensus has not been reached on if 
crystalline aggregates or amorphous regions are affected differently by the induced polarons.48 
The aggregates formed within a P3HT film exhibit different UV–visible absorption 
spectra depending on the organization of neighboring chains within the aggregate. Chain 
segments that are staggered relative to each other will result in predominantly J‐type behavior; 
these aggregates are known to exist in the less crystalline domains of P3HT. H‐type aggregates 
exhibit an eclipsed chain orientation and exist in the more crystalline regions of the film.49 
Differences in chain orientation results in variation of the degree of excitonic coupling, 
evidenced by differences in the intensity of vibronic transitions between the ground and 
excited state (0–0, 0–1, etc.). As a result, H‐ and J‐type aggregates of P3HT yield unique 
absorption spectra—namely, the ratio of the 0–0:0–1 transition is lower for H‐type 
aggregates.50 Spun‐cast films of P3HT consist of primarily H‐type aggregates, where the 0–
0:0–1 ratio is typically between 0.6 and 0.8 in their undoped state. A larger 0–0:0–1 ratio 
corresponds to a longer conjugation length among the aggregates.51 As the film is doped, 
tracking the intensity of the absorption at the 0–0 and 0–1 transition of the P3HT aggregates 
can reveal which aggregates are oxidized first, and therefore the preferential position of the 
injected hole polaron. 
Optical spectroscopy of the PIL/P3HT bilayer show that the semiconductor exhibits 
primarily H‐type aggregation in its unbiased state. Using a method developed by Spano et al., 
the optical spectra of an undoped P3HT film can be described using a modified Frank–
Condon fit that incorporates effects of aggregation on the vibronic intensities of P3HT.52 This 
model yields information about the primary aggregate type in the film and how much of the 
film is aggregated. Spectra are fit using a least‐squares method with details in the 
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Supplementary Information (Section IV). Based on these calculations, the undoped film of 
P3HT contains approximately 50% aggregates, which is typical for spun‐cast films of P3HT. 
 Hole polarons reside within the crystalline domains of the film for VG < |1| V, 
evidenced by the initial oxidation of H‐type aggregates. Evolution of the absorption spectra of 
the P3HT/PIL bilayer with increasing gate bias (Figure 3.4a) contains an isosbestic point at 
1.97 eV, indicating the transformation between coexisting neutral and charged polymer 
species. Mild undulations in the near‐IR region corresponds to the interference between the 
electrodes of the bilayer (Figure 3.4a, inset). As the film is oxidized, the main optical transition 
of undoped P3HT decreases while the intensity of a sub‐gap electronic transition at 1.6 eV 
increases, the latter being associated with the presence of polaronic carriers within the film.53 
At low carrier densities, the ratio between the 0–0 and 0–1 transition increases (Figure 3.4b), 
indicating that the neutral P3HT aggregates that remain exhibit more J‐type behavior. Because 
the crystalline regions of the film exhibit predominantly H‐type behavior,49 we posit that the 
crystalline regions of the film are initially oxidized. This result is consistent with EPR and 
FTIR measurements with lightly doped P3HT.43, 46 Since the TFSI− ions reside in the 
amorphous regions of the semiconductor at low carrier density (Figure 3.3), the crystallites 
are only oxidized at the interface between the amorphous and crystalline domains and 
neutralized by the counterions at the same interface. We conclude that all charges induced 
before the onset of structural changes reside in the crystalline regions of the film; thus, ≈10% 
of sites in the crystalline domains are occupied since about 50% of the film is amorphous. 
Although it is possible that a fraction of chains in the amorphous domains are oxidized 
initially, we expect this fraction to be small due to their small conjugation lengths (and thus, 
larger ionization energy) and the observed increase in the ratio between the 0–0 and 0–1 peak 
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intensity. As the carrier concentration increases, both H‐ and J‐type aggregates are oxidized, 
evidenced by the elimination of vibronic structure in the optical spectra. Eventually, even the 
amorphous regions of the film are oxidized with an almost complete transition to the charged 
polymer species absorbing at 1.6 eV. 
 
Figure 3.4. a) Evolution of the optical absorption spectrum of a P3HT/PIL bilayer with increasing bias. The inset 
shows a schematic representation of the bilayer device used for absorption measurements. b) Ratio between the 
0–0 and 0–1 transition as a function of gate voltage. 
 
The structural rearrangement in the crystallites of P3HT induced by counterion 
infiltration occurs alongside a drastic increase in the effective carrier mobility. Previous 
studies have postulated that mobility is a function of the degree of electronic disorder in 
conjugated polymers at high carrier density, where dopant‐induced disorder dominates the 
breadth of the DOS.2, 4, 5 Physical as well as electronic order strongly influence the electronic 
properties of a polymer, but a direct correlation between morphological changes and carrier 
mobility in doped polymers has yet to be established. The carrier mobility µ(p) = σ/ep 
increases sharply at the same carrier density as the onset of an apparent phase transition of the 
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P3HT crystallites as TFSI− enters (Figure 3.5). As more TFSI− ions enter the semiconductor, 
the mobility increases and reaches a maximum at a carrier density of 8 × 1020 cm−3. This 
observation is consistent with previous work in P3HT when gated with an ionic liquid, where 
the mobility reached a plateau at comparable carrier concentration.2 The maximum carrier 
mobility in the large devices examined was near 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1. Factors such as interfacial 
roughness between the active layer and dielectric54, 55 and mechanical cracks formed over the 
device size (>150 µm) during film transfer could contribute to a mobility that is lower than 
previous reports.20, 56 A connection between the onset of crystalline phase changes and 
mobility enhancement should remain true regardless of the absolute mobility value. 
 
 
Figure 3.5. a) Dependence of carrier mobility with carrier concentration calculated from transistor output curves 
(blue circles) overlaid with the π–π stacking distance (black squares). Unfilled symbols correspond to length 
scales at zero bias, which we assume corresponds to negligible carrier concentration. 
 
In light of these results, we suggest that a non‐linear increase in the conductivity with 
doping is influenced by doping‐induced structural rearrangement within the polymer 
crystallites. Previous reports of doping P3HT with F4TCNQ suggest that charges induced in 
the semiconductor are strongly bound to their associated counterions, and disassociation 
between the charge and counterion leads to an increase in electrical conductivity.1 Broadening 
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in the DOS due to the presence of counterions has also been postulated to cause the non‐linear 
effects in electronic conduction.2 In such cases, the carriers are suggested to be initially trapped 
and only become conductive as the DOS is filled. We offer an alternative explanation on the 
basis of our results. For this work, there exists three operational regimes within the steady‐
state limit of the PIL‐gated transistor. For very low carrier density, TFSI− ions reside purely 
in the amorphous regions of P3HT with no disruption of the crystalline domains and holes 
primarily formed at the interface of the crystallites (Figure 3.6a). Higher carrier concentration 
leads to an expansion in the crystalline domains with a concomitant increase in carrier 
mobility (Figure 3.6b), where the J‐aggregates are oxidized and act as tie chains between the 
crystalline regions. The changes in structure of the crystallites are weaker above carrier 
concentrations of ≈8 × 1020 cm−3. Finally, the amorphous regions dope at high carrier density, 
but do not have a strong influence on the carrier mobility (Figure 3.6c). The electrical 
conductivity and carrier mobility therefore increase from a combination of the formation of 
a percolated network within the film at high carrier density and the decrease in π–π stacking 
distance within the crystallites upon ion infiltration. While the presence of extended states in 
the semiconductor undoubtedly impacts the measured mobility,1, 2 the location of the carriers 
within the ordered and disordered regions of the semiconducting polymer has been shown 
for the first time to play a critical role that is overlooked in many transport models. 
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Figure 3.6. a) Schematic representation of the three operational regimes within the electrochemical transistor: 
prior to the onset of structural changes where the crystallite interfaces are oxidized, b) at the onset of structural 
changes when both H‐ and J‐ type aggregates are oxidized, and c) at high carrier concentration where both 
amorphous and aggregated regions of the film are oxidized. 
 
3.4 Conclusions 
The results herein indicate that a doped semiconducting polymer exhibits vastly 
different properties with respect to its pristine counterpart. From operando X‐ray 
scattering experiments, we find that the crystalline structure of P3HT is perturbed at 
high carrier concentration by infiltration of counterions, which is correlated with an 
increase in carrier mobility. Additionally, hole polarons preferentially reside in the 
crystalline regions even at low carrier density, which may introduce a limit for the 
electrical conductivity at low carrier density if the crystalline regions are not well 
connected by extended tie chains. We expect that this effect could extend to other 
semicrystalline polymers, and that the structural rearrangement within the crystallites 
and connectivity of these domains dictates when methods that rely on delocalization 
of carriers, such as Hall effect measurements, can yield accurate data.2 
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The stark difference in the distribution of holes and counterions suggests that 
crystallinity and morphology both play an important role in how the semiconductor is 
doped. A sharp transition in crystal structure as a function of composition as shown in 
Figure 3.3b and 3.3c likely signifies a phase transition within P3HT as it forms the 
alloy P3HT+:TFSI−. Doping‐induced phase transitions have been observed in 
materials such as graphite intercalation compounds,57, 58 but have not been widely 
studied with polymeric semiconductors. Exploring the role of crystallinity in 
electrochemically doped polymers, as well as strategies to reduce barriers to phase 
changes within a polymer film, as carrier concentration increases may yield insight into 
achieving an optimal morphology for high‐performance organic electronics.  
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3.6 Appendix B 
3.6.1 GIWAXS and line cut fitting analysis 
 
Figure B1. (a) Representative 2D GIWAXS image of the pristine P3HT/PIL device. Clear π–π stacking and alkyl 
stacking peaks are visible along with amorphous rings from the underlying PIL. (b) 2D GIWAXS of a crosslinked 
PIL film exhibits three amorphous halos at the same location as in the bilayer device.  
 
As the structure of the crystallites evolve in the film upon ion infiltration, it is of interest to 
know the extent of reversibility of these changes. We find that soon after the onset of ion 
infiltration, the scattering pattern is able to revert back to its unbiased pattern within ten 
minutes, but only with the application of a gate bias of the opposite polarity (Figure B2, top). 
At very high gate bias, the pattern reverts back over much longer time scales than at lower gate 
voltages, even with positive bias (Figure B2, bottom). 
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Figure B2. Reversibility of structural changes with various gate voltages. (Top) The P3HT crystallites exhibit 
reversibility in mid-range gate voltages, shortly after the critical bias was reached. (Bottom) After the sharp 
transition at sufficiently high bias, the crystallites revert back over much longer time scales. The crystallites do 
not completely revert back to their unbiased form after 15 minutes of positive biasing. Vertical dashed lines serve 
as a guide to the eye. 
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Figure B3. GIWAXS intensity along a small sector near the 
inaccessible region of reciprocal space at grazing incidence near qz 
= 0 as a function of positive biasing of the PIL transistor. A positive 
gate bias drives the tethered IM+ cations to the 
semiconductor/dielectric interface and indicates that tethered ions 
do not penetrate the semiconductor layer. 
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Figure B4. Peak fits testing the validity of one (a) versus two (b) π–π stacking peaks. The use of two Lorentzian 
peaks to fit the data near 1.7 Å-1 lead to a shift in the PIL peak at 1.37 Å-1 and with FWHM relatively larger than 
the FWHM for the π–stacking peak at low bias. Representative data is for -2.3 V. (c) Full width half maximum 
(FWHM) of P3HT π–π stacking peak with bias. There is no discernable change in the FWHM throughout the 
experimental range of gate voltage, indicating that two populations do not form within the crystallites and do 
not become more disordered as ions infiltrate the crystallites. 
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3.6.2 Transistor characteristics 
 
Figure B5. (a) Output and (b) transfer characteristics of the top-contact bottom-gate P3HT transistor. Here, W 
= 2.7 mm and L = 150 µm. (c) Representative plot of gate current as a function of time upon applying a bias at 
time t = 0. Measurements are taken after 60 seconds to ensure the device is at steady-state. (d) Electrical 
conductivity as a function of carrier concentration, obtained from linear current-voltage curves after 60 seconds 
of bias. 
3.6.3 Optical absorption analysis 
The model developed by Spano et al.59, 60 describes the absorption spectra, A, of P3HT by the 
following: 
Equation B1 
 
The Huang-Rhys factor, S, is assumed to be unity. The proportionality constant (C), excitonic 
bandwidth (W), Gaussian width (s), and the 0-0 intrachain transition (E0-0) are varying 
parameters in this model. The characteristic C=C phonon stretch is 0.179 eV for P3HT. 
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A Matlab code was utilized to perform a least-square fit for the 0–0, 0–1, 0–2, 0–3, and 0–4 
transitions as a function of carrier density. A typical fit is shown in Figure B6. The 0–0:0–1 
ratio is shown in the main text only for low charge density, as the model no longer fits at high 
doping levels. 
 
Figure B6. Fit of P3HT with the model developed by Spano et al. The intensity of the 0–0 and 0–1 transitions 
are compared as a function of gate bias to determine how the P3HT aggregates are oxidized in the low carrier 
density limit. 
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Chapter 4 
 
4.  Doping-induced disorder affects the thermoelectric properties of 
polymeric semiconductors 
 
A fundamental understanding of charge transport in polymeric semiconductors requires 
knowledge of how the electrical conductivity varies with carrier density. The thermopower of 
semiconducting polymers is also a complex function of carrier density making it difficult to 
assess structure–property relationships for the thermoelectric power factor. We examined the 
thermoelectric properties of poly[2,5-bis(3-tetradecylthiophen-2-yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene] 
(pBTTT-C14) by measurements of an electrochemical transistor using a polymeric ionic liquid 
(PIL) gate dielectric that can modulate the carrier concentration from 4 × 1018 to 3 × 1020 cm–
3. As carrier density increases, so does the concentration of associated counterions, leading to 
a greater degree of energetic disorder within the semiconductor. Using thermopower 
measurements, we show experimentally that the electronic density-of-states broadens with 
increasing carrier density in the semiconducting polymer. The origin of a commonly observed 
power law relationship between thermopower and electrical conductivity is discussed and 
related to the changes in the electronic density-of-states upon doping. 
4.1 Introduction 
Doping is an important process for controlling the electrical properties of semiconductors.1 
In contrast to the substitution of atomic donors or acceptors into inorganic semiconductors, 
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a common method to modify the carrier concentration in semiconducting polymers is to 
introduce electron-deficient (or electron-rich) molecules, usually from solution or from the 
vapor phase, to oxidize (or reduce) the polymer backbone.2,3 In this case, the dopant molecule, 
now ionized, is the counterion to the charged backbone. Protonating the polymer backbone 
with a Brönsted acid provides a similar effect with the proton donor acting as the counter-
ion.4 Alternatively, electrochemical methods can be used to supply or remove electrons but 
frequently require the polymer to be supported on a conductive substrate. Addition of 
dopants, or counterions, can increase the concentration of charge carriers in the polymer but 
concomitantly increase energetic disorder within the material due to structural perturbations. 
Emerging applications for semiconducting polymers including thermoelectrics5 and 
bioelectronics6 rely on tuning the conductivity by either molecular or electrochemical doping. 
Here, we examine how changes in the electronic density-of-states (DOS) of a semiconducting 
polymer occur during electrochemical doping. By using an electrochemical transistor 
(OECT), we measured the changes in conductivity and thermopower of poly[2,5-bis(3-
tetradecylthiophen-2-yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene] (pBTTT-C14) as a function of carrier 
concentration. Controlling charge density provides a way to develop robust transport models 
for doped organic semiconductors and guide new materials design. 
Studying the thermoelectric behavior in semiconducting polymers is one route to 
understand their transport properties and changes in the DOS upon doping. The carrier 
concentration, p, contributes to the physical properties of the semiconductor that determine 
its thermoelectric performance, including thermopower (α), electrical conductivity (σ), and 
thermal conductivity (κ). The general equation for thermopower is defined in Equation 4.1 
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where df(E)/dE = −f(E)(1 – f(E))/kBT is the derivative of the Fermi–Dirac function f(E), EF is 
the Fermi energy, and σ(E) is a transport function of electrical conductivity with energy. 𝛼 = −	TUV ∫ WAWXTU. Y(Z) Y [\(W)[W 𝑑𝐸	               Equation 4.1 
If transport is mostly dominated by carriers around the Fermi level, thermopower can be 
rewritten as Equation 4.2.7 
𝛼 = _Q` TUQ.` aD(bc d(W) )DZ eWfWX       Equation 4.2 
The sign and magnitude of thermopower is determined by the slope of ln(σ(E)) at the Fermi 
level, which in turn is dependent on the occupancy of the electronic density-of-states.7 
Thermopower measurements are therefore an experimental method to ascertain the Fermi 
level if the functional form for σ(E) is known. 
The electrical conductivity of semiconducting polymers is a complex function of the 
carrier concentration due to energetic disorder.8-10 The majority of current transport models 
for semiconducting polymers use a hopping model with a density-of-states based on either a 
Gaussian function or a Mott-type model with a free-electron gas form combined with an 
exponential tail of states below a mobility edge.11,12 For both of these models, the carrier density 
is required to rationalize transport data. Measuring the carrier concentration in doped 
polymers is notoriously difficult due to the emergence of bipolarons, which are silent in EPR,13 
and the energetic disorder present in many polymers, which makes interpretation of Hall 
effect measurements challenging.14 A method to experimentally determine carrier density is 
thus imperative to evaluate transport models in disordered systems. 
Field-effect gating controls carrier density in a semiconductor by applying biases to 
the terminal of a transistor.15 An advantage of field-effect gating is quantification of the total 
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charge induced in the semiconductor, p, and the ease of changing it experimentally. In 
transistors, carriers are induced in the semiconductor in a thin, ∼2 nm, conducting channel 
at the interface between the semiconductor and dielectric.16 More recently, ion-containing 
gate dielectrics have been used to dope semiconductors through an electrical double layer or 
electrochemically by allowing ions in the dielectric to infiltrate the semiconductor layer.17 
Infiltration of ions into the active layer permits a 3D active channel of charge carriers rather 
than a channel only at the dielectric–semiconductor interface. As a result, the range of carrier 
density differs between the two devices. The maximum carrier density using conventional 
dielectrics, such as SiO2, approach 1019 cm–3 above which dielectric breakdown occurs from 
the applied field, while electrochemical transistors have accessed carrier densities approaching 
1021 cm–3.14,18,19 This broad range of carrier density can probe transport behavior over a wide 
range of doping levels from where traps may dominate (<∼1019 cm–3) to concentrations where 
extended state conduction may occur. 
Herein, we employ a polymeric ionic liquid (PIL) as the gate dielectric to investigate 
thermoelectric transport of a p-type semiconductor in an OECT geometry. To eliminate 
unwanted ion-pair diffusion into the semiconducting layer, a single-ion conducting PIL 
restricts ion motion to one species by tethering one ion to the polymer backbone. This unique 
OECT architecture therefore provides a model system to study the influence of doping on 
thermoelectric charge transport over a large range of carrier density. We find that high doping 
levels induce significant broadening in the polymer density-of-states, signifying that a balance 
exists between high electrical conductivity and a well-ordered electronic structure. 
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4.2 Experimental Methods 
Materials: pBTTT-C14 was synthesized using a literature procedure.48 All solvents were 
anhydrous and purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Gold foil for top gates was purchased from 
Alfa Aesar. The IM-TFSI PIL was synthesized via reversible addition-fragmentation chain-
transfer (RAFT) polymerization, with the detailed synthetic scheme in the Supporting 
Information. 
Device Fabrication: Top-gate bottom-contact thin film transistors were fabricated in a 
nitrogen filled glovebox. Source and drain electrodes (20 nm Au) were thermally evaporated 
on glass substrates using a shadow mask. Channel lengths varied between 100 and 150 μm, 
and channel widths were 2700 μm. A solution of pBTTT-C14 (5 mg mL–1, chlorobenzene) was 
spuncast at 1000 rpm for 1 min and annealed at 180 °C for 10 min affording a film thickness 
of approximately 25 nm as measured by atomic force microscopy. A PIL solution (50 mg mL–
1, acetonitrile) was dropcast in a PDMS mold to cover the semiconducting channels and 
annealed under vacuum at 70 °C overnight. Once annealed, the mold was removed to access 
the gold contacts. Gold foil was placed on top of the annealed PIL to act as the gate electrode. 
Thermopower Metrology: The device geometry used in this work necessitated a protocol to 
measure S, σ, and n in the same experiment. To compensate for slow ion diffusion, 
measurements began several minutes after applying a gate bias. Thermopower was obtained 
by applying a series of four temperature differences between the source and drain; the 
resulting voltage was recorded. Electrical conductivity was calculated from resistance 
measurements. Carrier concentration was calculated using Equation 4.2, where the full 
semiconductor thickness was used as a conservative estimate of p. Thus, each gate bias yielded 
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a set of values for the thermoelectric properties of interest. More detail regarding the protocol 
is found in Figure C3. 
4.3 A PIL-Gated Transistor Provides Controllable Carrier Concentration for 
Thermoelectric Transport 
Gated measurements allow for the study of both thermopower and electrical conductivity of 
a material.19−21 The device structure and materials examined here are shown in Figure 4.1. The 
p-type semiconducting polymer, pBTTT-C14 (Figure 4.1a), was chosen as the active layer due 
to its high carrier mobility in thin film transistors (∼1 cm2 V–1 s–1).22,23 An aprotic PIL was used 
as the gate dielectric with an imidazolium-based cation, denoted IM+, on the main chain and 
bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide (TFSI–) as the free anion (Figure 4.1a). In many ionic 
liquid-gated transistors, an ionic liquid is blended with a host polymer allowing both the 
cation and anion to be mobile.24 Polyelectrolyte gate dielectrics, typically with a proton as the 
cation, can only p-dope the semiconductor interfacially which limits the range of achievable 
carrier concentration.25,26 With the PIL, the cation is covalently linked the polymer backbone 
and immobile, while TFSI– is mobile and acts as the counterion to holes induced in the bulk 
of the semiconductor. Dielectric spectroscopy measurements show that the IM-TFSI PIL 
exhibits maximum capacitance of around 1 μF cm–2 at low frequencies (Figure C1), 
comparable to an IL with the same ionic species.27 A high-capacitance dielectric allows for a 
large concentration of charge to be induced without the need to apply large biases; a block 
copolymer PIL synthesized previously28 exhibited a maximum capacitance of 3 μF cm–2 and 
threshold voltage of −0.75 V in a transistor. 
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Figure 4.1. (a) Schematic representation of the TGBC OFET structure used for thermoelectric and electrical 
measurements; (b) Chemical structures of the polymeric ionic liquid (PIL) and p-type semiconductor (pBTTT-
C14) used in this work; x = 0.9. (c) PIL transistor transfer curve using a scan rate of 3.3 mV/sec.    
 
The basic characteristics of the PIL-gated transistor are similar to IL-gated transistors 
(Figure 4.1b). As a negative bias between source and gate (VG) is applied, the device acts 
similar to a capacitor, where charge builds up at both interfaces of the dielectric. Holes are 
injected into the semiconducting layer from the source electrode, whose charge is then 
compensated by TFSI– from the PIL dielectric. Tracking the current generated (IG) with time 
determines the total charge generated in the semiconductor (Q). Carrier concentration is 
calculated by Equation 4.3, where A is the area of charge accumulation and t is the thickness 
of the accumulation layer.29 
𝑝 = ;= = ∫ ?@A?BDEFGE                  Equation 4.3 
In this work, it is assumed that the semiconductor volume remains constant during gating. 
Previous work has shown that infiltration of external molecules can perturb the crystalline 
domains of the semiconductor, as observed by an ∼10% increase in the alkyl stacking direction 
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and decrease in π–π stacking distance at high dopant concentration.2,30 As there is no direct 
method available to measure polymer swelling as a function of gate bias in this work, we take 
this as a possible source of a small systematic error. 
Charges induced in the semiconductor generate a current between source and drain, 
ID, as a source-drain bias (VD) is applied. Drain current is linearly proportional to VD at low 
bias (i.e., the “linear regime”), with the slope related to the semiconductor resistance. The 
transfer characteristics of the PIL-gated transistor in Figure 4.1c show that the device turns 
ON at approximately −0.6 V, consistent with the high capacitance of the dielectric. Hysteresis 
between forward and backward sweeps in the transfer curve is also observed in Figure 4.1c, 
which is commonly seen in devices with ion-based gate dielectrics.31 
The PIL gate provides a means to control thermopower and electrical conductivity 
over a large range of carrier concentration, shown in Figure 4.2. Because the PIL capacitance 
is frequency dependent, it is important that measurements reflect the relevant time scales of 
ion motion; ultimately, the steady-state properties of the semiconductor are of interest rather 
than sweep-rate dependent characteristics. As a result, a protocol to verify the measurement 
was carried out at steady state was used (see Experimental Section and Supporting 
Information). As the transistor turns ON, holes are injected from the source electrode along 
with TFSI– ions diffusing from the PIL dielectric to act as the countercharge. Higher bias leads 
to more occupied states in the semiconductor, thus increasing the doping level. As a result, 
larger bias leads to smaller thermopower as carrier concentration increases. On the basis of 
the crystallographic unit cell, we estimate a maximum number of states of approximately 2.0 
× 1021 cm–3 in pBTTT, assuming each monomer can contribute 2 electrons.16 The maximum 
calculated carrier density from the PIL is 3 × 1020 cm–3, corresponding to 0.3 charges per 
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monomer. Incorporating a maximal swelling of the semiconductor layer upon ion infiltration 
introduces an error of approximately 10% for carrier concentration at the highest carrier 
densities. The ability to modulate the carrier concentration from 1018 to greater than 1020 cm–
3 has been observed previously using ion gels and ionic liquids as gate dielectrics;14,20 in this 
work, constraining the cation to remain in the dielectric ensures that one induced charge 
corresponds to only one additional ion within the semiconductor. This range of carrier density 
gives rise to a broad window to explore transport phenomena while maintaining control over 
Fermi level in the semiconductor.  
 
 
Figure 4.2. (a) Thermopower and (b) electrical conductivity measured over the range of gate voltages used; (c) 
Thermopower and (d) electrical conductivity as a function of carrier concentration calculated through 
integrating gate current. 
 
We measured both α and σ over the accessible range of p to determine the relationship 
between the three parameters. As carrier concentration increases, electrical conductivity 
increases and plateaus around 200 S cm–1 while the thermopower decreases followed by a 
similar plateau. Rather than changing sign, the minimum thermopower of ∼20 μV K–1 occurs 
at approximately −1.5 V, meaning that the slope d(ln(σ(E)))/dE remains positive for all values 
of carrier concentration (Equation 4.2). These values are relatively consistent with studies of 
pBTTT that modulate α and α through acid doping in solution2 and ion gel gating.20 However, 
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carrier concentration must be known to truly compare thermopower values between samples. 
Conductivity normally acts as a proxy for carrier concentration, but film processing 
conditions can affect conductivity for a given carrier concentration which enables a range of 
conductivity values for a given value of the Seebeck coefficient.5 
4.4 Predictive Models for Density-of-States Indicate Broadening in the High 
Carrier Concentration Limit 
With the knowledge of the conductivity and thermopower, we can apply models previously 
used to interpret the thermopower of doped semiconducting polymers. One model developed 
by Emin and co-workers for polaronic species combines entropic and vibronic contributions 
of carriers to the thermopower described in Equation 4.4 to account for entropy of mixing (N 
is the total number of sites; n is the occupied number of sites), spin degeneracy, and effects of 
polarons on molecular vibrations (αvib).16 𝛼 = TUV ln ijAkk l + TUV ln(2) + 𝛼L(o Equation 4.4 
This formalism has been used for previous work in field-effect transistors but is only valid 
when n ≪ N, the maximum number of thermally accessible states, which does not strictly 
apply for the range examined here (Figure C2). 
Others have turned to electrical conductivity as a proxy for p in conventional doping 
methods when carrier concentration is difficult to measure. A multitude of semiconducting 
polymers exhibit a power law trend between thermopower and conductivity, which was 
observed in previous studies and was fit empirically to α ∝ σ–1/4 in previous work.32,33 
A recent formalism developed by Kang and Snyder defined a transport function, σE, to 
further explain the α–σ relationship.34 The transport function is described in Equation 4.5, 
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where σE0 is a transport coefficient that is dependent on temperature but independent of 
energy and s is the transport parameter. ET is the transport “edge”, below which no conduction 
is expected to occur. 
𝜎W(𝐸, 𝑇) = 𝜎Wu(𝑇) iWAWvTw. lx                Equation 4.5 
ET is different from a Mott-like mobility edge EC, because Mott’s model assumes extended 
state transport only above EC rather than the possibility of hopping conduction above ET in 
the Kang and Snyder model. In the degenerate limit relative to the transport edge, the 
thermopower can be defined in terms of conductivity, the transport parameter, and the 
transport coefficient from Equation 4.6, leading to a scaling law of α ∝ σ–1/s for heavily doped 
polymers. 
𝛼 = 	 TUV _Q` 𝑠 i Y dzMlA2/x    Equation 4.6 
The value of s is currently not predictable by the model and is a parameter chosen to fit 
experimental data. 
Due to the ability to vary electrical conductivity and thermopower via gating, we can 
access the relationship between conductivity and thermopower and also both as a function of 
the carrier concentration. The scaling relationship is clearly observed from Figure 4.3 over a 
wide range of known carrier concentration. The α–σ power law trend from this work is best 
fit with a slope of −1/3 (blue trace); a slope of −1/4 is also shown in comparison, which fits 
reasonably well to the higher conductivity data but deviates below σ ≈ 1 S cm–1. 
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Figure 4.3. (a) Double logarithm plot of thermopower with electrical conductivity. Two power law fits are 
presented, with power exponents of –1/3 (blue) and –1/4 (orange). Error in thermopower is the standard +/– 
20% to account for errors in temperature measurement. For the  a µ s–1/3 fit,  sE0 = 0.002 S/cm. (b) Schematic 
demonstrating the difference between the transport edge ET and the more traditional conduction or “mobility” 
edge, EC where extended state conduction occurs. In the Kang and Snyder model, conduction can occur below 
EC but not below the transport edge. 
 
The degree of control attained by varying gate bias also modulates the Fermi level over 
a large energy range. Using Equation 4.6 with s = 3, reduced chemical potential (𝜂 = 	 WXAWvTw. ) 
was calculated for each experimental value of α to track EF with respect to the transport edge. 
In the limit of high thermopower, EF lies below ET (i.e., η < 0), while at low thermopower the 
Fermi level extends to more than 1 eV past ET (Figure C3). In the semiconductor degenerate 
limit, Equation 4.3 reduces to Equation 4.7. 
𝛼 = 	 TUV _Q` 𝑠𝜂–2  Equation 4.7 
The degenerate approximation becomes valid when η = ∼8 or when α = ∼100 μV K–1 from 
Figure C3. As a result, the α ∝ σ–1/3 relationship should only be valid for α < 100 μV K–1 but 
seems to reasonably fit the entire data range. 
We can consider the physical significance of the parameters in light of our 
experimental system. Our data shows an energetic difference of 1 eV between EF and the 
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transport edge at high carrier concentration. This value is relatively large; although the exact 
bandwidth of semiconducting polymers is unknown, DFT calculations of models of ideal 
infinite crystals gives a bandwidth along the backbone and π-stacking direction around 0.67 
and ∼ 1 eV for pBTTT, respectively.35,36 These models do not account for any local distortions 
from oxidation of the backbone, i.e., polaron formation. Additionally, the assumption of a 
static transport model is unlikely, particularly in the limit of high carrier concentration where 
ions infiltrate into the semiconductor. Therefore, it is imperative to consider a nonstatic 
density-of-states to understand the origin of seemingly large values of η at the highly doped 
limit. 
The Kang and Snyder model provides a direct connection between thermopower and 
Fermi level relative to ET using the transport function. To better connect these results with 
experimental values, one must understand how gating affects the density-of-states. This has 
been notoriously difficult in organic semiconductors due to disorder and nonuniform 
microstructure.37 One of the most common formalisms was developed by Mott and Davis 
where σ(E) is calculated for a conduction or “mobility” edge, EC, given by Equation 4.8 where 
μ(E) is defined as microscopic mobility, the carrier mobility for a given energy level.7 
𝜎(𝐸) = ~	𝜇(𝐸)𝑒𝑁(𝐸)𝑘𝑇	, 𝐸 > 𝐸60															, 𝐸 ≤ 𝐸6   Equation 4.8 
The microscopic mobility is not equivalent to the macroscopic mobility measured 
experimentally because an experimental value is averaged over all accessible energies. 
Although utilized in literature for disordered materials such as amorphous silicon, 
Equation 4.8 holds true only for a specific functional form of the conductivity function. From 
the Kubo-Greenwood formalism, Cohen et al. derive a more general relationship.38 From the 
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definition of electrical conductivity, Cohen et al. find Equation 4.9 assuming independent 
carriers which is a more general form than Equation 4.8. 
[d(W)[W = 𝑒𝜇(𝐸)𝑁(𝐸)  Equation 4.9 
A more detailed derivation may be found in the Supporting Information. From the 
goodness-of-fit for s = 3 in Figure 4.3, it is evident that σ ∝ E3 (Equation 4.2). The right side 
of Equation 4.9 must therefore scale with energy to the power of (s – 1) = 2. Although density-
of-states and microscopic mobility are not completely disentangled in Equation 4.6, it allows 
us to examine cases between these parameters to make reasonable predictions for carrier 
transport. While they do not consider hopping explicitly, their formalism can still be used with 
the assumptions here. 
The carrier concentration can be used to verify that the parameters used in the fits of 
the transport data are reasonable. Carrier density is related to the density-of-states through 
the Fermi–Dirac function, shown in Equation 4.10. 𝑝 = 	∫𝑁(𝐸)1 − 𝑓(𝐸, 𝐸)𝑑𝐸 Equation 4.10 
We can first model the DOS assuming it is constant with doping via N(E) = N0 × (E – ET)m, 
where m dictates the DOS dependence on energy. This functional form for N(E) is not 
intuitive a priori but is a direct result of the fit in Figure 4.3 and the transport function in 
Equation 4.5. Here, the prefactor, N0, is chosen such that all models converge to the same point 
at 1 eV above the transport edge, above which the functional form of the conductivity function 
cannot be predicted (Appendix C). Assuming this form, it follows that μ(E) = μ0 × (E – ET)2–m 
to be consistent with Equation 4.9. Three values of m were used to compare with experimental 
values: m = 1/2, m = 1, and m = 2. The former is similar to a free-electron gas model of the 
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DOS in inorganic semiconductors, and the latter tests the validity of an energy-independent 
mobility, i.e., a constant mobility for the states above ET. The carrier density is simulated as a 
function of EF using Equation 4.10 and compared to carrier density values attained 
experimentally. 
Use of a static DOS fails to reproduce experimental carrier concentration with respect 
to the Fermi level (Figure 4.4). The successful fit of α ∝ σ–1/3 combined with eqs 5 and 7 
substantiates the use of a power-law DOS function assuming a constant mobility, but a 
constant DOS may oversimplify actual transport behavior. The assumption of constant 
mobility is plausible at energies above the conduction edge, but the functional form of μ(E) is 
less clear near the transport edge. The density-of-states and μ(E) could be changing in tandem, 
but we only consider the former since μ(E) cannot be measured experimentally. 
 
Figure 4.4. Carrier concentration measured experimentally (blue squares) compared to simulated carrier density 
for three power-law DOS models. The power-law form shown is is for a static DOS function. 
 
A dynamic DOS shape in organic semiconductors has been considered in previous work 
through modeling a Gaussian density-of-states as well as an exponential form.8,9,39 It is 
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possible, then, that (1) the energy dependence of the DOS is changing with EF (i.e., m is 
changing along with the functional form of the mobility) or (2) the prefactor, N0, is changing 
with EF. Here, N0 gauges the slope of the density-of-states. Since thermopower is determined 
by carriers near the Fermi level, N0 only reflects the local slope of the DOS around EF. 
Using Equation 4.10, we can calculate the value of N0 necessary for each model to 
match carrier concentration measured at each energy assuming a constant mobility. Figure 
4.5a shows that, for all models, N0 decreases as EF shifts farther from the transport edge. As N0 
decreases, the slope of the density-of-states at the Fermi level becomes shallower, indicating 
that the local DOS shape is broadening (Figure 4.5b). The most likely cause of this broadening 
is disorder induced by incorporation of the TFSI– counterions as the carrier concentration 
increases. Doping-induced energetic disorder in organic materials was first modeled by 
Arkhipov et al.9 and theoretically connected to thermopower by Abdalla et al. using a modified 
Gaussian density-of-states that incorporates Coulombic interactions of ionic dopants.40 Using 
this formalism, the α–σ power law trend was found to hold over a relatively wide range of 
conductivities substantiating the importance of incorporating energetic disorder into 
transport models for doped polymeric semiconductors. 
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Figure 4.5. (a) Variation of the DOS pre-factor, N0, with energy; representative data is shown for m = 2. (b) 
Schematic of evolution of DOS with increasing doping, where the Fermi level moves further past the transport 
edge as carrier concentration increases. 
 
As previously mentioned, introducing small molecules to dope the semiconductor has 
been shown to perturb the physical structure at high dopant concentration,2,41−43 which 
concomitantly changes the electronic landscape. Similar results have been shown using PPV44 
and more recently P3HT45 through temperature-dependent measurements using a Gaussian 
form of the DOS. For a given temperature, a steeper DOS at the Fermi level leads to higher 
thermopower from Equation 4.2. As a result, increasing carrier concentration reduces 
thermopower not only from the reduction in entropy per carrier but also through decreasing 
the slope of N(E) through electronic disorder. A balance therefore exists in polymeric 
semiconductors to increase carrier concentration while minimizing perturbation in the 
density-of-states, which is affected by molecules infiltrating the material. 
4.5 Conclusions 
We have studied the thermoelectric properties of a semicrystalline polymer by using a PIL as 
the gate dielectric in a transistor architecture. A clear power law trend in thermopower and 
electrical conductivity is observed across four orders of magnitude in σ, revealed through 
controlling carrier density with gate bias. Modeling the data with a power-law density-of-
states shows that a static function does not fit the experimental trend in carrier concentration 
with energy. In considering a power-law DOS function that varies with carrier concentration, 
we observe a decrease in the density-of-states prefactor, N0, with increasing carrier density. 
This suggests that the local slope of the DOS decreases and energetic disorder increases as EF 
moves past the transport edge. 
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The formalism used here implies that mobility may also be a function of energy for a 
given Fermi level. Understanding if and how the functional form of μ(E) would change with 
carrier concentration remains a subject for future studies. While we cannot directly probe 
μ(E), as experimentally measured mobility values are averaged over all energies, we expect that 
the microscopic mobility would become relatively independent of energy at high carrier 
concentration. 
Changes observed in the semiconductor energetic landscape raise questions as to the 
effects of ion infiltration on the polymer microstructure.46,47 Connecting microstructural 
changes with thermoelectric properties may offer more insight into a unifying model for 
charge transport in semiconducting polymers. Designing new semiconducting polymer–ion 
combinations to minimize structural changes could reduce perturbations in the DOS, leading 
to new limits in high-performance polymeric thermoelectrics. 
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4.7 Appendix C  
4.7.1 Polymeric ionic liquid synthetic route 
 
Scheme C1. Synthesis of 90PIL-TFSI. x = 0.9. 
4.7.2 RAFT Poplymerization of N-hydroxysuccinimidyl acrylate (PNHSA) 
N-acryloxysuccinimide (5.0 g, 29.6 mmol), DDMAT (17.9 mg, 0.05 mmol) and recrystallized 
AIBN (0.8 mg, 0.005 mmol) were dissolved in anhydrous DMF (30 mL) in a Schlenk flask. 
The solution was degassed using three freeze-pump-thaw cycles. After the third cycle the flask 
was filled with dry nitrogen and lowered in a pre-heated oil bath maintained at 70˚C for 24 h. 
The contents were stirred vigorously for this duration. After cooling to 25˚C, the polymer was 
precipitated from methanol, filtered and dried in ambient, dissolved in DMF and re-
precipitated from methanol, twice. The polymer was filtered and dried under a vacuum at 
60˚C for 24 h to yield a pale yellow powder (4 g). 1H NMR (600 MHz, DMSO-d6): d 3.13 (1H, 
br), 2.80 (4H, br), 2.05 (2H, br). (Mn = 12.6 kg/mol, Ð = 1.26, PS standards; Mn = 93.4 kg/mol 
from 1H NMR end group analysis, Dp = 552). 
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PNHSA (3 g) was dissolved in anhydrous DMF (25 mL) at 25˚C. A solution of 1-(3-
aminopropyl)imidazole (0.1 molar equivalent) in anhydrous DMF (1 mL) was added 
dropwise to the vigorously stirring polymer solution. The reaction temperature was 
maintained at 25˚C using a water bath for 12 h. The polymer was precipitated from ethyl 
acetate, dissolved in methanol and re-precipitated from diethyl ether, twice. The polymer was 
isolated by centrifugation and dried under a vacuum at 60˚C for 12 h to yield a pale yellow 
brittle solid. This was then dissolved in anhydrous DMF and the NHSA groups were 
exhaustively reacted with butylamine at 25˚C for 12 h to afford the neutral random 
copolymers. Quaternization of the imidazole pendant groups was subsequently achieved by 
reacting the polymers with 2 x molar excess of 1-bromohexane (with respect to imidazole) at 
70˚C in anhydrous DMF for 12 h. The polymer was precipitated from diethyl ether and dried 
under a vacuum at 90˚C for 24 h. Finally, the PIL was obtained via anion metathesis by 
reacting the precursor random copolymers with 10 x molar excess of LiNTf2 in methanol for 
24 h. The polymer was precipitated from deionized water and further purified via dialysis 
using regenerated cellulose membranes (3000 MWCO) for 24 h in methanol/DI water, 
followed by 24 h in methanol. The solvent was evaporated in vacuo and the PIL was dried 
under a vacuum at 90˚C for 24 h and stored under nitrogen at all times.  
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4.7.3 Capacitance and thermopower measurement setup for PIL90-TFSI and gated transistors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure C1. (a) Experimental setup for electrode polarization measurements. (b) Capacitance of PIL as a function 
of frequency. The PIL reaches a maximum of 1 µF/cm2 at low frequencies. 
 
Figure C2. Representative thermopower operation for one gate voltage. Asterisks represent points at which 
conductivity measurements were taken. 
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4.7.4 Comparison of transport data to other models and reduced chemical potential h with 
thermopower  
 
Figure C3. Thermopower comparison to the polaron model developed by Emin and coworkers compared to 
FET data with pBTTT. N = 2.0x1021 cm–3, avib = 0. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure C4. Calculated reduced chemical potential with thermopower. The degenerate assumption becomes most 
valid at h = ~8. 
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4.7.5 Derivation of Equation 4.9 in main text 
Following the formalism from Cohen et al.,38 the general definition of macroscopic electrical 
conductivity, assuming independent carriers, is 𝜎 = ∫ 𝜎(𝐸) N− [\[WR 𝑑𝐸       (C1) 
where f(E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution.  
Integrating Equation C1 by parts leads to 𝜎 = ∫ 𝑓(𝐸) N− [d(W)[W R 𝑑𝐸       (C2) 
Another definition for macroscopic conductivity arises from semiconductor physics, where 𝜎 = −∫ 𝑒𝜇(𝐸)𝑁(𝐸)𝑓(𝐸)𝑑𝐸       (C3) 
for any arbitrary function for f(E), the integrands in Equations C2 and C3 can be equated: [d(W)[W = 𝑒𝜇(𝐸)𝑁(𝐸)       (C4) 
 
4.7.6 Full form of equations used for simulating carrier concentration fits 
Three trial functions of the form N(E) = N0 ´ (EF–ET)m were used between carrier density-of-
states and energy:  𝑁(𝐸) = 3.6 ∗ 103u(𝐸 − 𝐸.)2/3 + 102  𝑁(𝐸) = 4.8 ∗ 103u(𝐸 − 𝐸.)2 + 102  𝑁(𝐸) = 7.1 ∗ 103u(𝐸 − 𝐸.)3 + 102  
with an added constant of 1019 corresponding to the density of trap states when EF lies at the 
transport edge.  
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Chapter 5 
 
5. Controlling ion/polaron interactions to modulate polaronic 
delocalization and temperature stability of doped polymeric 
semiconductors 
 
The design of high-performance doped semiconductors requires an understanding of the 
coupling between ionic and electronic carriers. We utilize a method of counter-ion exchange 
using the polymeric semiconductor PBTTT-C14 to deconvolute the effects of ionic/polaronic 
interactions with the electrical properties of doped semiconducting polymers. Here, the 
dopant NOPF6 is used following exchange of counter-ions ranging from 5.2 to 11 Å in 
diameter. The long-range order of the polymeric crystallites is not affected with this exchange 
process while effectively modifying the counter-ion distance to the charge carrier. Doped films 
achieve electrical conductivity of 320 S/cm and is not sensitive to an increased ion-polaron 
distance. We posit that other factors dominate the electrical properties at a device scale, such 
as the morphology and presence of domain boundaries. Interestingly, the temperature 
stability of the doped film can be drastically improved with the use of counter-ions containing 
less labile bonds. This platform serves as a unique way to retain the morphology of polymeric 
thin films while studying charge interactions at the local scale. 
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5.1 Introduction 
The design of high-performance doped semiconductors requires an understanding of the 
coupling between ionic and electronic carriers. Doping is an essential way to increase the 
electrical conductivity in semiconducting polymers and can be accomplished through several 
routes. Molecular charge transfer dopants either accept electrons from the polymer (oxidation) 
or donate electrons to the polymer (reduction). In such cases, the neutralizing counter-ion to 
the charge carrier on the polymer is the (now charged) dopant molecule.1 Protonating the 
polymer backbone with a Brønsted acid provides a similar effect with the proton donor acting 
as the counter-ion.2,3 Electrochemical methods can be used to supply or remove electrons if 
the polymer is supported by a conductive substrate.4 
Most doping methods require processing steps that limit the breadth of dopants used 
for semiconducting polymers. In the case of solution doping, the dopant and polymer must be 
miscible in the same solvent. This process becomes particularly challenging when the 
semiconductor becomes doped, as the solubility of charged polymers sometimes differs from 
that of its pristine state. Synthetic and processing strategies have partially addressed some of 
these difficulties.5,6 For sequential and immersion doping, the dopant must be soluble in an 
orthogonal solvent in order for the dopant to infiltrate the film without the film dissolving.5,7  
Utilizing temperature or pressure to introduce dopants from the gas phase into organic 
materials, defined as vapor doping, eliminates some convolutions of understanding charge 
coupling in polymers. Vapor doping has been used in a variety of settings, originating with 
iodine doping in polyacetylene8 and extending to co-evaporation of organic molecules and 
dopants for OLEDs and OPVs.9 However, this doping approach requires that the molecule 
sublimates without decomposing at temperatures and pressures that do not degrade the 
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polymeric film. These restrictions constrain the range of dopants commonly used with these 
methods. Choices for p-type vapor dopants include 2,3,5,6-Tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-
tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4TCNQ),10–12 iron trichloride (FeCl3),13,14 and 
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (HTFSI).3,15  
For all doping mechanisms, the governing rules that exist between a conjugated 
polymer and dopant are difficult to ascertain. Our lack of understanding stems from a 
multitude of complications that arise from doping polymers. The thin-film morphology can 
evolve upon infiltration of dopants, which convolutes the effects of morphology and carrier 
concentration on the resulting electrical properties.16 The use of different dopants changes the 
energetics of charge transfer, leading to a varying driving force for oxidation (or reduction) 
and the potential for complexation to occur.17,18 These confounding factors make simple 
relationships, like how the degree of interaction between the dopant counter-ion and charge 
carrier impacts the electronic mobility, challenging to rationalize. An ideal system to study 
these relationships, therefore, requires a single dopant and polymeric morphology but a 
variable counter-ion diffusivity.  
Current research efforts exist to understand the importance of counter-ion/polaron 
interactions in doped semiconductors through theoretical predictions and experimental 
methods. Spectroscopy is a powerful technique to analyze how polaronic charges in 
semiconducting polymers are affected by electronic coupling between chains, Coulombic 
interactions, and disorder.19,20 One model developed to simulate these transitions in poly(3-
hexylthiophene) uses a Holstein molecular crystal Hamiltonian modified to incorporate 
disorder that reflects the disorder present in polymeric crystallites.21 The results of the 
simulations were found to match quantitatively with experimental results by charge-
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modulation spectroscopy.21 A central conclusion to the results is the importance of disorder 
within the interchain and intrachain axes of the aggregates.  
Recently, this formalism was expanded upon for doped polymeric semiconductors by 
incorporating a point charge in proximity of the theoretical π-stack of polymer chains.22,23 One 
notable feature from these simulations is an apparent shift in the position and intensity of the 
infrared absorption spectrum of the polaron as a function of distance between the counter-ion 
and polaron on the backbone. These spectral changes have been observed through strategies 
that manipulate either the dopant of choice or film processing method. It was found that 
through changing the crystallinity of the host polymer, more crystalline regions would force 
dopant counter-ions to exist further away from the polarons formed on the polymeric 
backbones.24 A recent dodecaborane-based dopant was also synthesized to explore the limits 
of counter-ion/polaron distances and its impact on the electronic properties in P3HT.25 
Spectroscopic measurements revealed that the distance between the counter-ion and polaron 
in P3HT doped with the dodecaborane dopant approached infinity while significantly 
perturbing the crystalline order of the film. 
Recently, work to facilitate charge transfer between the common dopant, F4TCNQ, 
and PBTTT was achieved in the presence of an ionic liquid.26 It was found that F4TCNQ 
dissolved in EMIM-TFSI increased the doping efficiency of F4TCNQ with PBTTT while 
simultaneously trading the counter-ion in the film to TFSI–. This exchange led to a higher 
electrical conductivity and increased carrier concentration than when the ionic liquid was not 
present. The authors attribute the success of this phenomenon to a lower free energy of the 
doped film depending on the ionic liquid used, although it was unclear how the morphological 
evolution of the film played a role in its electronic properties.  
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Herein, we utilize a modified method of counter-ion exchange to deconvolute the 
effects of ionic/polaronic interactions with the electrical properties of doped semiconducting 
polymers. Introducing the counter-ion of interest interfacially after the initial doping step 
effectively exchanges the counter-ion within the film. The long-range order of the polymeric 
crystallites is not affected with this exchange process. Using a larger dopant counter-ion 
modifies the counter-ion distance to the charge carrier, in agreement with a theoretical model 
postulated for doped polymers. Notably, the electrical conductivity is not sensitive to an 
increased ion-polaron distance, despite the fact that the polaron should be more delocalized. 
We posit that other factors dominate the electrical properties at a device scale, such as the 
morphology and presence of domain boundaries. Interestingly, the temperature stability of the 
doped film can be drastically improved with the use of counter-ions containing less labile 
bonds. 
5.2 Experimental Section 
Materials. PBTTT-C14 was synthesized using a literature protocol.32 NOPF6 was purchased 
from ACROS Organics. All solvents were anhydrous and purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All 
ionic liquids with the exception of EMIM-BArF were used as purchased without further 
purification.  
EMIM-BArF Synthesis. EMIM-BArF was synthesized using a modified literature protocol.40 
Equimolar parts of [EMIM]Cl and Na[BArF] were suspended in acetone and stirred in a 
glovebox for 14 hours. The suspension was filtered through Celite® and the volatiles were 
removed, leaving an off-white crystalline solid. This was redissolved in dichloromethane and 
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filtered through a short plug of silica. The final material was dried under vacuum and stored 
in the glovebox.  
Ion size measurements. All computations were performed using Gaussian 16. Anion 
geometries were optimized in vacuum using restricted DFT at the B3LYP/6-31G++(d,p) level. 
Anion volumes were taken as the average of ten tight volume calculations. 
Thin Film Preparation. Thin films were prepared on silicon substrates (native oxide, 
University Wafer) for X-ray scattering, and z-cut quartz substrates (University Wafer) for 
conductivity, UV-Vis, and XPS measurements. Substrates were sonicated for 10 minutes 
sequentially in DI water and an IPA/acetone mixture, followed by exposure to UV-ozone 
(Jelight, Model 18) for 5 minutes. Gold contacts (20 nm) were thermally evaporated on the 
quartz substrates using a shadow mask. A solution of neat PBTTT-C14 (5 mg/ml, 
chlorobenzene) was spun cast hot (100 °C) at 1500 rpm to afford 25-nm thick films. Films 
were annealed at 180 °C for 10 minutes in a nitrogen-filled glovebox. 
Vapor Doping. Vapor doping was performed using a sealed vessel, described in a previous 
publication.11 In short, pristine films are attached to the lid of a jar that contains crystals of 
solid dopant. The jar is closed and heated for a set of exposure times on a hot plate. The 
NOPF6-doping vessel was heated at 80 °C. Exposures were done incrementally in order to 
capture several doping levels of the films. 
Ion exchange. NOPF6-doped films are subjected to a droplet of ionic liquid (3M, acetonitrile) 
with a volume large enough to cover the substrate. Exchange proceeds for five minutes before 
the droplet is removed. Films are briefly immersed in acetonitrile to remove any excess salt 
remaining on the film surface. 
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X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). Measurements were performed with an Escalab Xi+ 
Spectrometer (ThermoFisher Scientific) using a monochromatic aluminum Kα X-ray source 
under a vacuum of 10−8 Torr. Charge compensation was carried out by injection of low-energy 
electrons into the magnetic lens of the electron spectrometer. High-resolution spectra were 
recorded at 20 eV pass energy at intervals of 0.05 eV. Survey spectra were recorded at 100 eV 
pass energy at intervals of 1 eV. Depth profiling was completed with an Ar+ cluster gun with 
a cluster size of 1000 atoms.  
UV-visible spectroscopy. UV-visible measurements were taken using an Agilent Cary 60 UV-
Vis Spectrophotometer. Spectra were taken on 0.5 mm-thick quartz substrates.  
FTIR spectroscopy. FTIR spectroscopy was performed in a nitrogen atmosphere using a 
Nicolet Magna 850 FTIR Spectrometer with an InSb detector. Samples were spincast on KBr 
salt plates (13 x 2 mm, PIKE Technologies) using the same conditions as for other 
characterization techniques.  
X-ray Characterization. X-ray scattering was conducted on beamline 7.3.3 at the Advanced 
Light Source (ALS).41 Silver behenate was used as a calibration for the beam center and sample-
todetector distance. 2D GIWAXS scattering images were collected using a Pilatus 2M area 
detector at an incidence angle of 0.12° with 5–60 s exposure times. The samples were kept 
under a helium environment during X-ray exposure to minimize sample degradation and 
scattering from O2. The collected data were processed using Nika, a 2D data reduction macro 
on Igor Pro using established procedures. To correct for the grazing incidence geometry, 
scattering intensity was integrated along a small sector near the missing wedge to obtain 1D 
profiles near qz = 0.  
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Electrical Characterization. All electrical measurements were performed under a nitrogen 
environment inside a glovebox. Electrical conductivity was measured using a Keithley 6485 
picoammeter. Measurements were taken in the in-plane direction using the TLM method to 
eliminate contact resistance for samples with low conductivity. 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 NOPF6 is an effective vapor dopant 
Introducing dopants from the vapor phase into films of semiconducting polymers can occur 
without modification of the long-range order of the polymeric crystallites. Since the fastest 
route of hole conduction is along the polymeric backbone, preserving the long-range 
crystalline order of the polymer upon doping is beneficial for high carrier mobility.16,27 
Introduction of dopants from a solvent using a sequential casting process leads to minimal 
perturbation of the crystallites if the solvent does not excessively swell the amorphous and 
crystalline domains.5 Previous work has shown that doping in the vapor phase also minimizes 
evolution of the polymeric crystallites on the length scale of ~50 – 200 nm.11,12 Both 
sequentially doped and vapor doped films exhibit superior electronic conductivity to solution 
doped films, where the crystalline order within the film is partially destroyed.28 It is critical in 
this work to induce minimal changes in long-range order for straightforward conclusions to 
be made about polaron/counter-ion interactions and charge transport. 
Unlike many charge transfer dopants, chemical dopants like NOPF6 undergo an 
irreversible change, which ensures that PF6 species exist as anions within the film. Previously 
used as an oxidant for immersion doping,29,30 nitrosonium hexafluorophosphate (NOPF6) is a 
salt that undergoes a chemical change when reduced.  After oxidizing the polymeric backbone, 
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nitric oxide (NO) is evolved and leaves PF6– as the counter-ion to the polaron formed on the 
backbone. Although previous work has focused on immersion doping, these metal fluoride 
complexes can sublimate before decomposition upon heating.  NOPF6 sublimes as an ion pair 
below 100 °C and can infiltrate a polymer film as one compound rather than separate ions.31 
Here, we use a sublimation temperature of 80 °C at nearly atmospheric pressure, which 
corresponds to a vapor pressure of NOPF6 of approximately 5×10–5 atmospheres, or 0.04 torr.31  
Counter-ion exchange is an effective way to maintain the doping level in 
semiconducting polymers with the freedom to explore size effects of counter-ions on charge 
transport. The mechanism of counter-ion exchange operates through establishing a large 
concentration gradient of both anions in order for the exchange to proceed to completion. 
Briefly, a vapor-doped film is exposed to a 3M salt solution in acetonitrile containing the anion 
of interest for five minutes (Figure 5.1a). The solution is removed, and the film is washed in 
acetonitrile to remove any excess salt. Poly[2,5-bis(3-tetradecylthiophen-2-yl)thieno[3,2-
b]thiophene] (PBTTT) was employed as the semiconducting polymer (Figure 5.1b) due to its 
semi-crystalline nature and high charge carrier mobility of ~1 V cm–2 s–1.32 In this work, the 
cation within the salt solution remained constant as 1-ethyl-3-methyl imidazolium (EMIM+). 
We find that ionic liquid does not infiltrate PBTTT in the neat state, indicating that the driving 
force for exchange arises from the presence of the dopant counter-ion within the film 
(Appendix D, Figure D1).  Five anions were utilized with ionic diameters ranging from 5.2 Å 
(BF4–) to 8.2 Å (PCF–), whose chemical structures are shown in Figure 5.1c. 
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Figure 5.1. (a) Schematic of the counter-ion exchange process. (b) Chemical structures for the polymeric 
semiconductor and (c) dopant counter-ions used in this work. PF6– acts as the original dopant counter-ion from 
vapor doping. 
 
Depth profiling by ion beam etching with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to 
determine composition provided direct evidence of the degree of exchange between dopant 
and salt counter-ion.  To ensure that counter-ion exchange takes place throughout the entirety 
of the film, an argon cluster gun was used to etch the sample while obtaining XPS spectra as a 
function of film depth. The clusters of argon atoms ablate the film with a sufficiently low 
energy as to not disrupt the chemical bonding environment of the analyzed layers.33,34 The 
silicon Si2p signal delineates the transition between the polymer film and the quartz substrate.  
Depth-profiled XPS spectra of doped and counter-ion exchanged films of PBTTT 
confirm that PF6– anions are successfully replaced through the exchange process. In the 
PBTTT films doped with NOPF6, a clear signature from the phosphorus P2p peak is present in 
the XPS spectrum (Figure 5.2a). Upon counter-ion exchange with [EMIM][BF4] and 
[EMIM][TCB], no detectable phosphorous is present at the surface, indicated by the 
corresponding traces in Figure 5.2a. The doped film exchanged with [EMIM][PCF] also 
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exhibits a phosphorous peak from the PCF– anion, but we note that the signal is downshifted 
by ~ 1.6 eV in binding energy. This shift indicates that the positive charge is more delocalized 
from the central phosphorous atom for PCF– than with PF6–, which is expected for a larger 
anion. Atomic concentration is reported as a comparison of the P2p signal to the sulfur S2s 
signal (from the polymer) and the Si2p signal. Figure 5.2b indicates that there exists 
approximately one phosphorous atom for every nine sulfur atoms throughout the film, which 
translates to 2 dopants for every 5 monomers for PBTTT, which is consistent with the UV-Vis 
spectra of the doped film (Figure 5.3a). The fraction is similar for PCF–, indicating that the 
doping level is comparable between the doped and exchanged film. The phosphorous atomic 
concentration for other exchanged films remains negligible with etching time, confirming that 
all PF6– counter-ions are removed. 
 
Figure 5.2. XPS depth profile scans of doped and exchanged films. Tracking the atomic concentration of the P2p 
signal provides direct evidence for the success of ion exchange through the depth of the film. (a) The NOPF6-
doped and PCF–-exchanged films of PBTTT exhibit clear signatures from phosphorous, as evidenced by the P2p 
region of the XPS spectrum. Films exchanged with TCB– and BF4– show no phosphorous signal. (b) Comparing 
the atomic concentration of phosphorous to the sulfur signature in depth-profiled spectra indicate that exchange 
is successful throughout the depth of the film. The Si2p signal is used as a marker to differentiate between the film 
and the substrate which is differentiated by scans with greater than 5% silicon by atomic concentration.  
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While the phosphorous signal is completely absent throughout the depth of the film upon 
exchange with [EMIM][BF4], the fluorine signature is dramatically decreased as well 
(Appendix D), indicating an inhomogeneous profile of this counter-ion. We postulate that 
rather than counter-ion exchange, the film is de-doping upon exposure to the BF4–based salt 
solution. Since BF4– has been used successfully for electrochemical transistors in aqueous 
conditions,35 partial de-doping suggests that BF4– is not an ideal counter-ion for this strategy, 
potentially due side reactions with the dopant counter-ion. For all other ions investigated, 
signatures of ion-specific elements indicate that exchange was effective throughout the depth 
of the film (Appendix D, Figure D2). The direct evidence of full conversion through counter-
ion exchange gives confidence that any changes in the electronic and morphological 
properties are due to the presence of a different counter-ion. 
 
5.3.2 Infrared spectroscopy indicates a more delocalized polaron with larger counter-ions 
The ability to exchange the counter-ion while maintaining doping level allows us to 
corroborate the evolution of the absorption spectra of doped films as a function of counter-
ion/charge carrier distance. Two primary absorption features of hole polarons in conjugated 
polymers exist in the infrared. The transition that occurs between 0.3 and 0.6 eV is attributed 
to the transition of the polaronic wavefunction to the first excited electronic state (known as 
peak B or P1). All higher energy transitions have negligible oscillator strengths. A lower energy 
feature, known as peak A or DP1, is observed on the order of the aromatic/quinoidal 
stretching mode of thiophene that arises from Herzberg-Teller coupling.21 Theoretical 
simulations of the infrared absorption spectrum of doped P3HT indicates that the shift in peak 
B and the ratio of intensity of peak A to peak B directly correlates to an increase in coherence 
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length of the polaron within the aggregate. Although many factors influence the absolute 
average distance between charges and countercharges, infrared spectroscopy provides a 
valuable way to compare between doped samples, and in this case, counter-ion exchanged 
samples. Since our system contains a similar host polymer as theoretical calculations 
performed previously, we expect any variance in the spectra to exist due to the different 
counter-ion present in the film. 
The optical absorbance spectra in the mid-IR (400 – 5000 cm–1) captures a monotonic 
shift of peak B to lower wavenumbers with increasing counter-ion size, indicating that 
utilizing a larger counter-ion increases the average ion-polaron distance. The infrared spectra 
of counter-ion exchanged films all contain clear signatures of peaks A and B, corresponding 
to the presence of polarons within the films (Figure 5.3b). Sharper features observed at < 1000 
cm–1 correspond to molecule-specific IR-active vibrational modes (IRAVs). There is one 
additional sharp peak centered around ~ 2920 cm–1, which we expect arises from aliphatic C–
H bonds within the film. We also note that ring stretching modes of imidazolium are not 
observed within the spectrum, which typically occur between 3000 cm–1 and 3200 cm–1.36 
Additionally, we observe no features of imidazolium in a pristine film of PBTTT exposed to 
ionic liquid (Appendix D Figure D1). For these reasons, we believe that the cation of the salt 
solution does not penetrate into the film. With increasing counter-ion diameter, the peak of 
B shifts monotonically from approximately 0.5 eV (4030 cm–1) to 0.34 eV (2742 cm–1), which 
indicates a higher polaron coherence length with larger counter-ions. Additionally, the A:B 
intensity ratio increases from 0.25 for PF6– to 0.9 for PCF– (inset in Figure 5.3b), consistent 
with a greater degree of Herzberg-Teller coupling with more delocalized polarons. It is 
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apparent that the A:B intensity ratio for BF4– is even smaller, but the intense IRAVs at low 
energy obscures the signal.   
 
Figure 5.3. (a) UV-vis spectroscopy indicates that a similar doping level is achieved with the exchanged films, 
with the exception of [EMIM][BF4], which mostly reverts to the pristine spectra of PBTTT (black trace). (b) FTIR 
spectra of doped and exchanged films. The energy of peak B decreases and the A:B peak ratio increases with 
increasing ionic diameter (inset), indicating an increase in polaronic coherence length with more diffuse counter-
ions. 
 
5.3.3 Counter-ion exchange exerts minimal change to long-range and crystalline order in doped 
films 
An important parameter in understanding the fundamental dopant counter-ion/hole polaron 
interactions in polymers is the contribution of morphology. The crystallinity and long-range 
order govern the ultimate electrical properties and mechanism of charge transport, as seen in 
both experimental and theoretical work. The process of introducing dopant molecules has 
been shown to change the morphology of semi-crystalline polymers depending on the nature 
of the dopant and the way in which it is introduced. These competing effects contribute to the 
difficulty of realizing the true impact of the interactions between ions and polarons on the 
polymeric backbone; for this reason, it is desired to influence morphology as little as possible 
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to more directly probe counter-ion effects on the optical and electronic properties of doped 
polymers. As doping and use of solvent can impact both the short-range and long-range order 
of crystallites, it is critical to use complementary methods to ascertain a full picture of the 
morphological changes induced by doping and counter-ion exchange. 
The process of counter-ion exchange does not affect the long-range order of PBTTT 
crystallites, indicating that introduction of large counter-ions can maintain the crystalline 
order within doped semiconductors. One metric used to quantify the degree of long-range 
order within crystalline regions is the orientational correlation length (OCL), or the length 
scale over which the ordered regions drift out of alignment with one another, measured by 
resonant soft X-ray scattering (RSoXS).  Using a polarized X-ray beam at the energy of the C1s 
to π* transition (~ 285.2 eV) allows the scattering to be dominated by the length scale of 
alignment of edge-on polymer chains. A pristine film of PBTTT exhibits a peak in the Lorentz-
corrected scattering profile at q = ~0.002 Å–1 (Figure 5.4). The OCL is defined as half the 
characteristic length scale from the primary scattering peak (d* = 2π/q*), leading to an 
observed OCL of approximately 150 nm. The OCL does not change when exposed to 
acetonitrile, which is consistent with previous work that showed that the molecular scale 
ordering did not change with acetonitrile exposure.11 Upon vapor doping with NOPF6 and 
counter-ion exchange, we find that the OCL varies very little within the range of counter-ion 
sizes used in this study. This invariance is likely due to the processing methods used in this 
work, as doping from solution was found to dramatically lower the OCL of PBTTT. As a result, 
we assert that effects of the dopant counter-ion on electronic properties are due to modulation 
of the counter-ion/polaron distance since the orientation of the backbones is largely 
maintained. 
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Figure 5.4. Lorentz-corrected, circularly averaged RSoXS scattering profiles of ion-exchanged films at a 
resonance energy of 285.2 eV. The OCL of the PBTTT crystallites is not impacted through the ion exchange 
process. 
 
The molecular scale coherence of the PBTTT crystallites is also maintained through ion 
exchange, but individual crystallites expand to incorporate larger dopant anions. Grazing-
incidence wide angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) yields two-dimensional information about 
the local order of polymeric crystallites. One-dimensional intensity line cuts in both the out-
of-plane and in-plane directions of the scattering pattern provide a quantitative way to discern 
effects of doping and counter-ion exchange in both directions of the crystallite. Intensity line 
cuts in the out-of-plane (alkyl stacking) direction of the crystallites initially indicates that 
doping with NOPF6 in the vapor phase and counter-ion exchange does not destroy the 
crystalline regions of PBTTT, as at least three higher-order peaks of the alkyl stacking is seen 
for all films (Appendix D). 
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Fitting the alkyl stacking and π–stacking peaks from GIWAXS show that the 
crystallites expand to incorporate larger dopant counter-ions, indicating that all counter-ions 
exist within the side chain region of the crystallites. The alkyl stacking distance of PBTTT 
crystallites increases up to 24Å (compared to 21.3 Å prior to doping) (Figure 5.5). Expansion 
in the alkyl stacking direction is coupled to a decrease in the π–stacking direction from 3.73 Å 
to approximately 3.6 Å. The change in π–stacking distance is less sensitive to ionic diameter, 
signifying that other variables are at play to determine the final dimensions of the unit cell in 
the crystalline domains. Recent theoretical work concludes that the charge along the backbone 
may contribute to structural changes in the π–spacing distance of polymeric crystallites.37 
Although molecules as large as PCBM-C84 (molecular diameter of approximately 1 nm) have 
been observed to intercalate into the side chains of PBTTT,38 we expect that there exists a limit 
to the molecular size that can infiltrate the crystallites. 
 
Figure 5.5. (a) GIWAXS line cuts near the missing wedge of doped and exchanged films. The molecular distance 
shows a monotonic increase in the alkyl spacing with ionic diameter (b), but a clear plateau in the π-spacing (c). 
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5.3.4 Counter-ion identity has little effect on electronic mobility but governs temperature 
stability 
The electrical conductivity of doped films does not depend on the degree of delocalization 
between hole polaron and the charge-neutralizing counter-ion, indicating that other factors 
of the semiconductor dominate the macroscopic electronic properties. Films with counter-
ions that are smaller than the PF6– ion exhibited a lower electrical conductivity, since there 
seemed to be a degree of dedoping from optical and XPS measurements in exchanging for a 
smaller counter-ion (Figure 5.6). It is possible here that these counter-ions react with either 
the polymer or the PF6– within the film to affect the doping level, as BF3 is a common Lewis 
acid. However, XPS and UV-Vis indicate that the doping level of films remained consistent 
for larger dopant counter-ions, and the counter-ion/polaron distance is also larger from 
infrared spectroscopy. This result is unique from previous studies that correlated a more 
delocalized polaron to a higher electrical conductivity, either through varying the polymeric 
crystallinity or through use of a bulky dopant. However, these strategies also introduce 
morphological variations that convolute straightforward conclusions from being made about 
the direct effect of interactions between the counter-ion and polaron on the carrier mobility. 
For this work, delocalization effects at the molecular scale do not translate into higher 
electrical conductivity. Although the local mobility of carriers may be higher in films with 
large counter-ions, mesoscopic factors such as grain boundaries and long-range order are 
most likely to dominate the electrical properties at the device scale. Since we expect these 
factors to be invariant between films, the electronic mobility remains constant even for large 
counter-ions. 
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Figure 5.6. Electrical conductivity of doped and counter-ion exchanged films. Above a threshold ionic diameter, 
the electrical conductivity is insensitive to the polaron/ion distance. The shaded region for the doped NOPF6 
electrical conductivity corresponds to 1 standard deviation between triplicate samples. Error bars for other 
samples are smaller than the symbol size. 
 
One crucial aspect that counter-ion exchange can explore within doped semiconductors is the 
thermal stability of doped films with different charge neutralizing ions. The thermal behavior 
of doped polymeric semiconductors has been difficult to study mainly due to dopants reacting 
or desorbing at relevant temperatures. For instance, F4TCNQ, a prototypical dopant for p-
type semiconductors, begins to desorb around 115-120 °C for systems with alkyl side chains; 
this temperature is below the pertinent thermal transitions of many semiconductors used 
today. Understanding how the thermal transitions of polymers evolve upon doping is 
important for high-temperature processing and formulating. Additionally, several 
applications for which doped polymeric semiconductors could be used require some degree 
of thermal stability, from thermoelectrics to integration into wearable devices. Thus, a need 
for a thermally stable polymer in its doped state has great technological relevance. 
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Counter-ion exchange leads to conductive films that are more thermally stable at 
elevated temperatures relative to the doped state before exchange, which indicates that this 
process could bring new insight for stably doped polymers at elevated temperatures. Figure 
5.7a shows that temperatures as low as 80 °C provides sufficient thermal energy for PF6– to 
degrade in the film. While the degradation mechanism is not clear, the electronic charges are 
no longer supported by the dopant counter-ion, which leads to lower conductivity. The 
identity of the counter-ion dictates the thermal stability of the doped film, with PCF– leading 
to the most stable films whose conductivity remains unchanged until ~140 °C. Conductive 
stability at these levels is surprising, as these temperatures approach the liquid crystalline 
transition of pristine PBTTT. We find that the stability correlates with the thermal 
decomposition temperature of the ion in the neat ionic liquid (Figure 5.7b), indicating that 
molecular bond lability is a more predictive factor of thermal stability of the doped film.39 We 
believe the BF4-exchanged films degrade at anomalously low temperatures due to side 
reactions in the film. These results indicate that it is the stability of the dopant, rather than the 
polymer, that dictates the ultimate thermal stability of doped films at high temperature. 
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Figure 5.7. (a) Temperature stability of doped films. Rather than size, the bonding chemistry of the counter-ion 
plays a more important role in the temperature stability of doped films. (b) There exists a correlation between 
the onset of thermal degradation of the neat ionic liquid and the onset temperature of dedoping, indicating that 
counter-ion chemistry is crucial for high-temperature applications. The red symbol corresponds to BF4-
exchanged films, which likely dedope at anomalously low temperatures due to side reactions within the film. 
 
5.4 Conclusions 
Counter-ion exchange is a powerful approach to controllably investigate the effect of different 
dopant counter-ions on the stability of doped polymers. Vapor doping combined with 
counter-ion exchange post-processing effectively replaces the dopant counter-ion while 
maintaining doping level, while inducing minimal changes in the crystalline long-range order 
of PBTTT. While local counter-ion/polaron distances are influenced by ionic diameter, 
ultimately the morphology plays the dominant role in the electrical properties. However, we 
find that the counter-ion resistance to degradation plays the dominant role in the thermal 
stability of the doped film, with some counter-ions remaining stable up to 140 °C. 
This exchange process allows us for the first time to investigate the thermal transitions 
of polymeric semiconductors in their charged state. Understanding the thermal behavior of 
polymers is critical to obtain meaningful conditions required for their processing and 
operation. However, the impact of charge carriers on the thermal behavior of polymers is 
unknown. This lack of knowledge arises from instability of most dopants at temperatures 
where pertinent phase transitions may occur. Future work will investigate these thermal 
transitions to ascertain how charge impacts the thermal properties of polymeric 
semiconductors. 
Counter-ion exchange also provides a unique avenue to study charge transport at 
elevated temperatures, many of which are relevant to applications of doped polymeric 
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semiconductors. For example, semiconducting polymers show immense potential for use in 
thermoelectric generators. Few studies have investigated their utility at temperatures greater 
than 50 °C, although applications for low grade waste heat capture occurs at temperatures 
between 80 and 100 °C. Investigating  the thermopower and thermoelectric power factor 
changes at relevant operation temperatures will provide valuable information about optimal 
conditions for high performance operation of polymer-based thermoelectrics and next-
generation polymeric devices.  
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5.6 Appendix D 
5.6.1 FTIR of pristine PBTTT/IL 
 
Figure D1. IR spectra of neat EMIM PCF (black trace) and a neat PBTTT film exposed to the ionic liquid for 5 
minutes (blue trace). Features corresponding to the imidazolium ring in EMIM+ are not visible in the blue 
trace, which indicates that cations do not penetrate the film in its undoped state. 
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5.6.2 Full XPS survey spectra of doped and exchanged films 
 
 
Figure D2. Depth-profiled XPS spectra of doped and counter-ion exchanged films. The atomic concentration 
of silicon served as the delineation between the film and underlying substrate. 
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Figure D3. 2D GIWAXS images of pristine, doped, and counter-ion exchanged films. 
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Chapter 6 
 
6.  Failed experiments and what I learned from them 
Most students who are granted a PhD are aware that 90 percent of the work that is completed, 
whether theoretical or experimental, is never published in a scientific journal. Through trial 
and error and a lot of failure, a student learns why things work one way and not another. It is 
the hope of these students (and their advisors) that younger labmates will not repeat the same 
mistakes and failed experiments of their predecessors.  
This chapter details a few of the experiments that were unsuccessful and some tips for 
why some things were done the way they were. I maintain that if a journal existed to document 
such failed experiments, scientific progress would increase dramatically. However, until such 
a journal becomes mainstream, doctoral theses remain the harbor for these stories.  
6.1 The danger of uncontrollable experiments 
Part of attending graduate school is learning how to be someone who does good science, which 
is characterized by a few attributes. In good science, published results are repeatable, such that 
you can replicate your own measurements using your materials and instrumentation. These 
results should also be reproducible, such that if others had access to the same materials they 
would be able to get the same results. It is of utmost importance to develop protocols for your 
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own research that fit these requirements. Lack of reproducibility leads to a research 
community that lacks a sense of shared trust. 
One study that highlights these difficulties is a project focusing on the effects of film 
crystallinity on mixed transport and thermoelectric properties. I chose the polymer poly[5,5’-
bis(3-dodecyl-2-thienyl)-2,2’-bithiophene] (PQT-12) for this study. PQT-12 has a thiophene-
based backbone with side chains on every two monomers, and was shown to exhibit high 
mobility in field-effect transistors.1 One interesting feature about PQT-12 is its evolution in 
morphology upon quenching, which occurs with only a few conjugated homopolymers. This 
system seemed like an ideal choice to investigate, since the morphological changes could 
deconvolute the contributions of amorphous and crystalline regions to the thermoelectric 
power factor and charge mobility. 
I chose several quenching conditions for films of PQT-12 that were available to me, 
with the most drastic temperature change being from annealing temperature (150 °C) to liquid 
nitrogen temperature (-196 °C). The quenching process was done in the glovebox by 
physically moving a film from the hot plate to a cold finger chamber in the glovebox floor, a 
glovebox freezer (-37 °C), and the uncooled glovebox floor (25 °C). Figure 6.1 shows how the 
X-ray scattering pattern evolved with quenching versus a slow cool on the hot plate. 
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Figure 6.1. 2D GIWAXS images of PQT-12 films with different processing conditions. The first is a film slow 
cooled on the hot plate after annealing at 150 °C. Others were annealed at 150 °C for 10 minutes followed by 
quenching to 25 °C, -37 °C, and -196 °C.  
 
I realized that a simple quenching experiment turned out be more complicated that I 
had envisioned. The scattering patterns show that quenching drastically modified the 
crystalline structure, with many of the higher order peaks visible in the slowly cooled sample 
not visible in the liquid-nitrogen quenched sample. The sample also became less textured with 
vitrification. There appear to be scattering peaks corresponding to different sets of unit cells, 
the population of which seems to be changing with quenching temperature. These unit cells 
have been identified as polymorphs in more recent literature on PQT-12.2,3 
It was clear after a few months that a well-controlled study would be difficult with 
PQT-12, stemming from issues of repeatability and the formation of polymorphs with 
quenching. The kinetics of quenching is extremely important, so relying on manual 
techniques to quench will prevent straight-forward conclusions from being made. 
Additionally, it was necessary to consider the separate contributions of crystalline polymorphs 
to thermoelectric transport, rather than just amorphous and crystalline domains. 
Although this project did not continue, there are several lessons that can be learned. 
The first lesson is the importance of identifying the correct system for the hypothesis you 
would like to test. If a current materials system is not ideal, it is useful to seek other systems 
that will generate more repeatable results. In my case, the polymer P3EHT in Chapter 2 
crystallizes slowly over time without the formation of polymorphs, which shows promise for 
these types of studies. A more important lesson is knowing when to stop working on a project. 
That is a conversation to have between you and your advisor, which requires transparency 
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when you have doubts of the success for a given system. There is always something to learn 
through failure, which I share a few examples of in the next sections.  
6.2 Electrochemical transistor fabrication  
With devices that require several processing steps like transistors, many things can go wrong 
along the way. It is important to be methodical when troubleshooting an issue to identify the 
problem quickly. The PIL-based devices in Chapters 3 and 4 were made using different 
methods, each with their own set of intricacies. Some of the biggest hurdles that I came across 
in these studies are discussed below.  
6.2.1 Top-gate-bottom-contact devices 
The method of creating a transistor with the PIL-based dielectric atop the semiconductor can 
be fabricated from the bottom up, which involves fewer steps to completion. However, there 
remain a few difficulties that can be avoided. 
6.2.1.1 The PIL solution must create a homogenous film atop the (nonpolar) semiconductor 
It is imperative for any electrochemical transistor that the dielectric be homogenous at both 
the active channel/dielectric interface and the gate electrode/dielectric interface. For the 
devices in Chapter 4, the PIL solution was dropcast into a PDMS well that isolates the active 
layer. Typically, several layers are needed to fully cover the channel. If insufficient material is 
used, the PIL will segregate to the sides of the (more polar) PDMS well and not on the channel. 
Important to creating a homogenous layer is slow evaporation of the solvent and a PIL 
TG below the casting temperature. A polymer with low TG is also beneficial to create a good 
contact with the top electrode upon lamination. In contrast, PILs with TGs above 70 °C are 
more amenable to gate electrode deposition through thermal evaporation, a feat that proves 
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to be more challenging with low-TG polymers. Acetonitrile behaves well for casting since it 
does not dissolve most conjugated polymers and evaporates within ~5 minutes with slightly 
elevated temperatures (50-60 °C). Prior to pulling vacuum on the sample (to further dry the 
dielectric), be sure that most of the solvent has evaporated to avoid bubbling and surface 
roughening of the PIL layer. 
6.2.1.2 Aging effects of devices  
These transistors perform best when tested directly after being fabricated. Our observation is 
that after approximately one week in the glovebox, the devices will short and no longer be 
testable. This phenomenon is potentially due to a few reasons. Since the PIL used here is above 
its TG at room temperature, segmental motion is possible at 25-30 °C. If the gate electrode 
rearranges such that it is in contact with another electrode, the device will short. Interfacial 
mixing between the semiconductor and dielectric is also possible, but difficult to probe with 
these devices.  
Leaving the transistors in air for extended periods of time will degrade the device 
characteristics, as seen in more conventional organic FETs. It is postulated in our case that 
water uptake in the dielectric slows down the device, either because the ions are associating 
with water or from some contribution of water within the semiconductor.  
6.2.2 Bottom-gate-top-contact transistors/operando devices 
This method of transistor fabrication involves more steps than in Section 6.2.1, which makes 
things more complicated. Most of the challenges have been addressed through several rounds 
of trial and error. These, along with other tips to maximize fabrication success, are detailed 
below. 
6.2.2.1 The semiconductor transfer method 
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This step took the most work to optimize. If you attempt to replicate this procedure, here 
are a few items you should keep in mind. 
6.2.2.1.1 OTS treatment 
A self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of octyltrichlorosilane (OTS) on the silicon substrate 
prior to spincasting the semiconductor modifies the surface energy to make the polymer more 
amenable to delamination. The detailed recipe is mainly credited to Michael Chabinyc from 
his time at the Palo Alto Research Center. 
The procedure used in Chapter 3 used a 10 mM solution of octyltrichlorosilane (OTS) 
in hexadecane. Toluene works fine, but it will pick up water over time and polymerize the 
trichlorosilane which forms a white precipitate in the solution. If you see any white 
precipitates, even on the cap of the OTS, do not use it for this process. Store the OTS in the 
glovebox to increase its shelf life.   
Hexadecane is ideal for this process since it does not evaporate quickly and does not 
pick up much water due to evaporative cooling (and solubility considerations).  That said, a 
little bit of water is actually needed for the reaction; lab humidity is usually enough.  There 
have been many papers written on the subject, but it should not be a concern unless you aim 
to achieve a perfect SAM. Prepare the solution in a glass petri dish and add the silicon 
substrates, ensuring that the solution fully covers each surface.  
The reaction time for a chip is ~15 minutes depending on the concentration. Rinse the 
substrate well with hexane first (any nucleophilic solvent such as IPA or methanol will cause 
the residual trichlorsilane solution to polymerize). After a hexane wash, rinsing in acetone 
serves as a quality check to ensure the SAM formed. IPA should be the final rinse of the 
substrates. Dry quickly with an air or nitrogen gun.  
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The substrate should look the same before and after the OTS treatment. If the silicon 
looks cloudy or there are streaks on the surface, there may be some polymerized OTS on the 
surface and the SAM is likely not high quality. This could also occur if you used old acetone 
or IPA.  
6.2.2.1.2 Transferring the semiconductor 
Once the semiconductor is spincast on the treated substrate (followed by any necessary 
thermal treatment for the polymer), the thin film is ready to be transferred. PDMS is used as 
a transfer agent since it has a lower water contact angle than the SAM, making it a preferred 
surface for the semiconductor.4 PDMS can also be readily made with materials available 
commercially. For measurements in Chapter 3, we used PDMS with 15-20% of the 
crosslinking agent by weight. PDMS with higher crosslinking is difficult to work with and 
more flexible PDMS is less successful at delaminating films. Letting the mixture sit overnight 
should be sufficient time for the crosslinking reaction to complete, but humidity >50% slows 
this process. 
For best results, scratch the film edges to define a clear area of film for transferring. 
Laminate the stamp from one edge to another, avoiding the formation of bubbles. From one 
corner of the stamp, slowly lift the PDMS from the substrate. If you notice one corner is not 
coming with the PDMS, try another corner or apply a slight pressure. Try not to bend the 
PDMS too much during transfer as that can induce cracks in the film. Relaminate on the 
desired surface, continuing to avoid the formation of bubbles, and slowly remove the PDMS.  
It should be noted that this process does not work for all polymeric semiconductors. 
It seems that if the film is too crystalline, the small amount of mechanical strain from the 
PDMS stamping will induce too many cracks for a functional device. Amorphous regions 
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within a semicrystalline film alleviate these issues. As a result, P3HT was used as the active 
layer in Chapter 3, rather than PBTTT, which suffered from these issues. Previous publications 
have also used PQT-12 successfully with this transfer method.4 
6.2.2.2 Source/drain contacts  
The distance between the source and drain contacts is important to consider for operando 
measurements. Scattering from any metal will dominate the 2D pattern captured by the 
detector, as scattering from polymeric crystallites is much weaker in comparison. As a result, 
the channel length must be sufficiently large as to not have the beam encounter the gold 
contacts on its path to the detector. The gradual channel approximation also dictates that the 
ratio of channel width to length (W/L) should be > 10.5  
The critical minimal channel length depends on X-ray footprint. In the grazing 
geometry, there is some degree of beam spreading along the sample in the x and y direction 
that depends on the incident angle.6 For the typical spot sizes of synchrotron hard X-rays, and 
remining within the constraints of the W/L requirement, the channel length/width was 
designed to be 2 mm/10 mm. This length gave us about ± 0.5 mm to avoid any dust or other 
defects in the active layer. 
6.2.2.3 Transparent gold contacts 
Spectroscopy is an important method to determine how carriers are distributed within the 
semiconductor. It was critical for the results in Chapter 3 to run devices in conjunction with 
transmission UV-Vis measurements. Our goal was to make the UV-Vis device as similar to 
the actual transistor as possible; as a result, we opted for thin gold as the electrodes rather than 
ITO, which is less stable electrochemically. Gold is not typically considered a transparent 
conductor, so it was important to balance the transmission properties with the resistance.  
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Figure 6.2 describes the trend of electrical resistivity as a function of gold thickness. A 
film thickness of between 6 and 8 nm is sufficient to obtain resistance values comparable with 
bulk gold resistivity.7 The devices in Chapter 3 used substrates with 10 nm of gold that were 
conductive but also allowed transmission measurements to take place (with the proper 
blanking procedures prior to taking data). Many thanks for Hidenori Nakayama for the help 
in providing this reference. 
 
 
Figure 6.2. gold resistivity as a function of film thickness. Reproduced with permission from ref. 7.  
 
6.3 Difficulties in chemical doping 
Two of the projects in my dissertation centered around doping polymers via vapor phase 
infiltration. Vapor doping has several advantages over other doping methods, including 
eliminating the use of solvents after casting and controlling morphology of the pristine film 
prior to doping. However, there are still aspects of improvement that should be addressed in 
future studies.  
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The current doping setup comprises a 4-ounce glass jar (ThermoFischer) on a hot plate 
in an N2-glovebox. Double-sided tape is used to affix substrates to the underside of the lid, and 
3-5 mg of the dopant is placed at the bottom of the jar. The sealed jar is placed on the hot plate 
for several minutes before being removed. In this case, time on the hot plate is the independent 
variable.  
The biggest shortcoming of this setup is the necessity for an additional 
characterization tool to calculate the doping level in the film. The most straightforward 
method for this has been UV-Vis spectroscopy, as it is a widely-available technique for 
laboratories around the world. To use UV-Vis for calculating doping level, the dopant anion 
must absorb either visible or ultraviolet light, and its extinction coefficient must be known. 
F4TCNQ has worked for this protocol, and UV-Vis spectra of the anion have been obtained 
in previous works from either the salt form8 or through taking advantage of cross-polarizers 
in doped polymeric films.9 With the spectra of the doped film and the spectra of the dopant 
anion, one can use Beer’s Law to calculate the doping level and the carrier concentration.  
F4TCNQ is an ideal case for this application because of the unique anion absorption at 
1.4 and 1.6 eV. Most other dopants do not have an anion absorption in the ultraviolet or visible 
spectrum, and other methods must be used. Other techniques to determine doping level 
include X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy10 and quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) 
measurements.11 QCM has significant advantages as it can be integrated into a doping 
chamber such that doping level can potentially be measured in situ.  
Improvements for a more controlled vapor doping setup include temperature control 
of the substrate and QCM integration for qualitative monitoring of doping level. One route 
for an improved design is to integrate a QCM head in the plane of the substrates within the 
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doping chamber. Since the accuracy of the of the quartz crystal reading decreases with elevated 
temperatures, active cooling of the chamber top must be employed. Certain limitations still 
remain with this method since the amount of dopant within the film does not always equate 
with the number of electronic carriers. A calibration curve should be generated to track the 
doping efficiency with total amount of dopant present for a given temperature.   
6.4 Sample preparation details that are important to consider 
6.4.1 FTIR 
Not all substrates exhibit the same degree of transparency in the infrared. Additionally, not all 
substrates are the same price or may be reactive with your sample. Depending on the range of 
wavenumbers that you are interested in probing, different substrates will work better than 
others. Figure 6.3 contains a few examples of FTIR substrates typically used for transmission 
measurements.  
 
 
Figure 6.3. Transmittance of common FTIR substrates as a function of wavenumber. Used with permission from 
ref. 12.   
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KBr exhibits the greatest degree of transparency from the 1500 – 400 cm–1 range, and 
was used for results shown in Chapters 2 and 5. One drawback of using KBr is its tendency to 
uptake water, which clouds the substrate if left in air. These and other factors, such as the 
chemical sensitivity of a sample, are crucial to consider for high quality results.  
6.4.2 RSoXS 
Silicon nitride (Si3N4) is a common material for transmission RSoXS due to its transparency 
to the X-ray beam. In reality, there is some fraction of incident X-rays that the substrate 
absorbs; this fraction depends on the energy of the X-ray and the thickness of the window. For 
instance, Figure 6.4 shows the fraction of light transmitted for a Si3N4 window that is 100 nm 
thick:  
 
 
Figure 6.4. Percentage of X-rays transmitted with photon energy of a blank 100 nm-thick Si3N4 window. 
Generated from the Center for X-ray Optics through Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. 
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Figure 6.4 demonstrates that near the carbon edge (~ 300 eV), a relevant energy range 
for polymers, 50% of incident light is absorbed through the window. Doubling the Si3N4 
thickness decreases the fraction of transmitted light to 20% at 300 eV.  Thinner Si3N4 windows 
exist but are quite fragile and hard to work with. Decreasing the window dimensions can 
prevent the substrate from cracking but increases the chance of shadowing effects from the 
window edges on the 2D pattern. Our group has historically found that 1.5 × 1.5 mm, 100 nm 
windows offer the optimal balance of signal to mechanical stability.   
These principles apply to the sample as well as the substrate. For scattering at the 
carbon edge, it is necessary for samples to be no thicker than 1 µm, but ideally between 50 – 
200 nm. This requires most samples to be spuncast rather than dropcast. This requirement 
presents a unique problem in doped semiconductors if it is desired to look at scattering of 
molecules other than the polymer. Since dopants are usually > 4× less abundant in the film 
than the polymer, attempts to get scattering at different edges, such as the nitrogen or fluorine, 
are difficult. Modifications such as tilting the sample to increase the amount of material that 
the beam interacts with have proven to be somewhat successful. Dropcasting samples have 
potential for studies on ordering of dopants at binding energies other than the carbon edge, 
since higher energies have a larger penetration depth in the sample and can interact with more 
dopant molecules in the thicker film. 
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Chapter 7 
 
Conclusions and Future Outlook 
In summary, this Dissertation demonstrates the importance of dopant counter-ions on the 
behavior of doped polymeric semiconductors, from the molecular-scale interactions to its 
effects on the crystalline structure and device-scale electron mobility. A variety of doping 
methods were used in this work to elucidate these fundamental mechanisms, and we believe 
that the conclusions herein apply to a broad range of semiconducting polymers.  
Chapter 2 focused on a comparison of two prototypical semiconductors to explore the 
impact of steric hindrance on the doping mechanism in semiconducting polymers. We found 
that introducing a degree of steric hindrance from a branched side chain chemistry can lead 
to two forms of charge transfer (integer charge transfer versus charge transfer complex) with 
the same oxidative dopant and semiconducting backbone. This role of steric hindrance on the 
formation of a charge transfer complex has implications for low-voltage loss organic solar 
cells, where donor:acceptor complexes are the sites of charge generation and recombination.  
Chapter 3 detailed a study on the correlation of structural changes observed in doped 
polymeric semiconductors and the measured carrier mobility. We found that the distribution 
of ions in poly(3-hexylthiophene), a model semicrystalline semiconducting polymer, is not 
heterogeneous, and the structural changes that ion infiltration induces has a large impact on 
its electronic properties. The dopant-induced morphological changes of P3HT rationalize the 
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dependence of mobility on carrier concentration and suggests that the doped polymer should 
be considered as a distinct phase from the neutral polymer. 
Chapter 4 summarized our work on how infiltration of ions during doping modifies 
the electronic density of states (DOS) of semiconducting polymers. The DOS of 
semiconducting polymers sets the energetic landscape that carriers move through during 
electrical transport. Using thermopower measurements, we found that the electronic DOS 
broadens with increasing carrier density in a semiconducting polymer. The dopant-induced 
disorder at high carrier density rationalizes a widely observed power law relationship between 
thermopower and conductivity and suggests routes to increase the thermoelectric power 
factor in organic thermoelectrics by minimizing energetic disorder at high doping levels. 
Because the DOS broadens upon doping, there exists a balance between a well-defined 
electronic structure and high conductivity necessary for mixed conduction in thermoelectrics. 
Chapter 5 introduced a platform to investigate the impact of Coulombic interactions 
on the electronic properties and thermal stability of doped polymers. Through exposing a 
doped film to a concentrated salt solution, the negatively-charged counter-ions within the 
doped film efficiently exchanged for the anion of the salt solution. The long-range order was 
not disrupted upon doping and counter-ion exchange. While infrared spectroscopy indicated 
that the distance between the dopant counter-ion and charge on the polymer increased with 
an increasing counter-ion diameter, these molecular interactions did not lead to an increased 
conductivity. We expect that since the morphology was not affected by these doping processes, 
the degree to which the long-range order of crystallites is what ultimately governs the 
transport properties at the macroscale. However, the dopant counter-ion ultimately governs 
doping stability at high temperatures, where films containing counter-ions with less labile 
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bonds remain conductive past 140 °C, in the range of critical thermal transitions of the host 
polymer. 
While the studies detailed in this Dissertation answered a few questions regarding the 
importance of counter-ion/polaron interactions in doped semiconducting polymers, the 
results opened up several new questions and exciting new directions for the field. 
Characterization and synthetic advances will both be critical in guiding materials design for 
the intended applications at a commercial scale. 
Side chain design is a unique avenue for imparting mixed conduction with control 
over ion position within the polymeric film. The use of alkyl-based side chains is an 
overwhelmingly popular choice for many commercially available semiconducting polymers 
today but is a relatively arbitrary choice with respect to other functional groups. Recently, 
ether-oxygen-containing side chains have been gaining popularity in the semiconducting 
polymer community. Studies show that polymers with EO-based side chains can be oxidized 
but remain soluble in a variety of solvents,1 remain conductive to high temperatures,2 and 
sustain di-anions of oxidative dopants.3 EO- and imidazole-functionalized side chains have 
also found utility for ion conduction for lithium-based salts;4 although the electronic mobility 
is lower in some cases than the non-functionalized equivalent, strategies are underway to 
utilize dual modes of conduction through these next-generation materials. 
It is also important to explore the origin of changes in electrical properties to separate 
effects from energetic disorder and trap-filling and morphology. The carrier mobility of doped 
semiconducting polymers depends strongly on the carrier concentration due to changes in the 
Coulombic interaction between the carrier and its associated counter-ion. A powerful 
technique to probe ionic effects on the electronic structure of semiconductors at the mesoscale 
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is thermopower measurement. Chapter 4 focused on the idea that ionic effects drastically 
affects the DOS, and Chapter 5 indicates that the degree of interaction can be controlled by 
changing the dopant counter-ion of choice. Future studies can utilize these ideas to use 
thermopower as a tool to understand how the degree of interaction between ions and electrons 
impacts the electronic density of states. The thermopower of these polymers with different 
side chain chemistry, but at the same doping level, will yield how the density of states in the 
polymer is influenced by branch point proximity to the backbone. 
Doped polymeric semiconductors will continue to be at the forefront of innovative 
technology, with improvement in air and temperature stability bringing these materials closer 
to viability at commercial scales. Synergistic efforts in simulation and synthetic strategies will 
ultimately be the key to rationalizing and predicting the complicated phenomena in these 
charged materials. 
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